
Lil Durk scores his second No. 1 album on the Bill-
board 200 chart (dated March 26) as 7220 debuts 
in the top slot. The rapper previously topped the list 
with The Voice of the Heroes, a collaborative set with 
Lil Baby, for one week in 2021.

7220 launches with 120,500 equivalent album units 
in the U.S. in the week ending March 17, according to 
Luminate, formerly MRC Data – Lil Durk’s best week 
for a non-collaborative project. 7220 was released on 
March 11 via Alamo Records.

After eight weeks in a row at No. 1 – and nine weeks 
in total on top – the Encanto soundtrack is pushed 
down to No. 3 with 64,000 units (down 12%).

Also in the top 10, Ghost debuts at a career-high 
No. 2 with Impera – which launches with the largest 
sales week of any album in 2022 – while Rex Orange 
County collects his second top five effort with the 
debut of Who Cares? and for KING & COUNTRY 
lands its second top 10 with What Are We Waiting For?

The Billboard 200 chart ranks the most popular 
albums of the week in the U.S. based on multi-metric 
consumption as measured in equivalent album units, 
compiled by Luminate. Units comprise album sales, 
track equivalent albums (TEA) and streaming equiva-

lent albums (SEA). Each unit equals one album sale, 
or 10 individual tracks sold from an album, or 3,750 
ad-supported or 1,250 paid/subscription on-demand 
official audio and video streams generated by songs 
from an album. The new March 26, 2022-dated chart 
will be posted in full on Billboard‘s website on March 
22. For all chart news, follow @billboard and @bill-
boardcharts on both Twitter and Instagram.

Of 7220’s 120,500 equivalent album units earned, 
SEA units comprise 117,500 (equaling 164.81 million 
on-demand official streams of the set’s songs), album 
sales comprise 2,500 and TEA units comprise 500.

7220 is Lil Durk’s fifth top 10 album – and all of 
them have reached the top five. The set opens with Lil 
Durk’s largest week, by units, for a non-collaborative 
album. His previous solo best was logged when The 
Voice jumped 5-2 with 86,000 units on the Feb. 13, 
2021 chart, after the album was reissued with 14 ad-
ditional tracks.

7220 also lands the third-largest week for an album 
in the 2022 tracking year. Only the debut frames of 
Gunna’s DS4Ever (150,300; week ending Jan. 13) and 
The Weeknd’s Dawn FM (148,000; the same week) 
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posted larger weeks in 2022.
7220 is the third No. 1 for Alamo Records, 

and first since Sony Music Entertainment 
acquired the company last June.

Ghost lands a career-high placing on the 
Billboard 200, as the rock band’s new album 
Impera debuts at No. 2. The set also earns 
the group its biggest week both in terms of 
equivalent album units earned (70,000) and 
traditional album sales (62,500). The set ad-
ditionally logs the largest sales week of any 
album in 2022, bolstered by its availability 
across multiple vinyl LP variants, as well as 
CD, cassette and digital download.

Impera is the first new full-length studio 
album from Ghost since Prequelle, which 
debuted and peaked at No. 3 on the June 16, 
2018 tally (the band’s previous chart high). 
All told, Impera marks the third top 10 
album – and fifth top 40-charting set – for 
the act.

Of Impera’s 70,000 equivalent album units 
earned, album sales comprise 62,500; SEA 
units comprise 7,000 (equaling 9.11 mil-
lion on-demand official streams of the set’s 
songs) and TEA units comprise 500. The 
band’s previous biggest week, both in units 
earned and album sales, was the opening 
frame of Prequelle (66,000 units, of which 
61,500 were album sales).

Impera is the highest-charting rock album 
on the Billboard 200 in nearly eight months, 
since John Mayer’s Sob Rock debuted and 
peaked at No. 2 on the July 31, 2021-dated 

list. Impera is the highest-charting hard rock 
set in a year and four months, since AC/
DC’s Power Up spent a week at No. 1, debut-
ing atop the list dated Nov. 28, 2020. (Rock 
and hard rock albums are defined as those 
that have hit Billboard’s Top Rock Albums 
and Top Hard Rock Albums chart, respec-
tively.)

Impera also lands the largest week, by 
units, for a rock album since Sob Rock’s de-
but week (84,000) and the biggest for a hard 
rock set in over a year, since the opening 
week of Foo Fighters’ Medicine at Midnight 
(70,000; Feb. 20, 2021, chart).

Impera has the biggest week, by album 
sales, for any album in the 2022 tracking 
year so far, surpassing the 37,000 copies sold 
of The Weeknd’s Dawn FM after its CD was 
released (week ending Feb. 3). Further, Im-
pera has the largest sales week for a rock or 
hard rock album since the debut of Medicine 
at Midnight (64,000).

The Encanto soundtrack falls from No. 
1 to No. 3 on the Billboard 200 after eight 
straight weeks on top, and a total of nine 
nonconsecutive weeks in the lead. It earned 
64,000 equivalent album units in the latest 
tracking week (down 12%).

Morgan Wallen’s former No. 1 Danger-
ous: The Double Album falls 3-4 on the 
Billboard 200 with 46,000 equivalent album 
units (though up 1%).

Dangerous: The Double Album has now ac-
cumulated 61 nonconsecutive weeks in the 

top 10 on the Billboard 200. It ties Celine 
Dion’s Falling Into You (1996-97) for the 
third-most weeks in the top 10 among all 
albums released since 1990. Ahead of them 
are only Adele’s 21, with 84 weeks in the 
top 10 (2011-16), and Alanis Morissette’s 
Jagged Little Pill, with 72 weeks in the top 
10 (1995-97).

Rex Orange County notches his second 
top five-charting album, as Who Cares? 
bows at No. 5 on the Billboard 200 with 
35,000 equivalent album units earned. Of 
that sum, album sales comprise 20,000; SEA 
units comprise 15,000 (equaling 19.61 mil-
lion on-demand official streams of the set’s 
songs) and TEA units comprise a negligible 
sum. The artist (born Alexander James 
O’Connor) previously visited the top 10 with 
Pony, which debuted and peaked at No. 3 
(Nov. 9, 2019 chart).

The Weeknd’s compilation The Highlights 
is a non-mover at No. 6 with 34,000 equiva-
lent album units (up 4%).

for KING & COUNTRY lands its second 
top 10 album on the Billboard 200 as the 
duo’s latest release, What Are We Wait-
ing For?, bows at No. 7 with nearly 32,000 
equivalent album units earned. Of that 
sum, album sales comprise 28,000; SEA 
units comprise 3,500 (equaling 5.08 mil-
lion on-demand official streams of the set’s 
songs) and TEA units comprise 500. The act 
(brothers Joel and Luke Smallbone) previ-
ously visited the top 10 with 2018’s Burn the 
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achievements. Advertise and congratulate 
this year’s International Power Players to 
reach an influential audience of 
decision-makers worldwide.
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Ships, which debuted and peaked at No. 7 
(Oct. 20, 2018, chart).

Gunna’s chart-topping DS4Ever falls 5-8 
with 31,500 units (down 9%), Drake’s former 
leader Certified Lover Boy is steady at No. 9 
with 31,000 equivalent album units (up less 
than 1%) and Doja Cat’s Planet Her is station-
ary at No. 10 with 30,000 units (up 1%).

Luminate, formerly MRC Data, the inde-
pendent data provider to the Billboard charts, 
completes an exhaustive and thorough review 
of all data submissions used in compiling the 
weekly chart rankings. Luminate reviews and 
authenticates data, removing any suspicious 
or unverifiable activity using established cri-
teria before final chart calculations are made 
and published. In partnership with Billboard, 
data deemed suspicious and unverifiable is 
disqualified prior to the final calculation. 

Glass Animals’ 
‘Heat Waves’ 
Rules Hot 100 
For Third Week, 
Imagine Dragons 
& JID’s ‘Enemy’ 
Hits Top 10
BY GARY TRUST 

G
lass Animals‘ “Heat Waves” tops 
the Billboard Hot 100 for a third 
week, after completing a record 
59-week climb to No. 1.

Meanwhile, Imagine Dragons and JID‘s 
“Enemy” enters the Hot 100’s top 10, jump-
ing from No. 12 to No. 8.

The Hot 100 blends all-genre U.S. stream-
ing (official audio and official video), radio 
airplay and sales data. All charts (dated 
March 26, 2022) will update on Billboard.
com tomorrow (March 22). For all chart 
news, you can follow @billboard and @bill-
boardcharts on both Twitter and Instagram.

“Heat Waves,” released on Wolf Tone/
Polydor/Republic Records, drew 67.3 mil-
lion radio airplay audience impressions (up 

2%) and 15.2 million U.S. streams (up 1%) 
and sold 3,100 downloads (down 9%) in the 
March 11-17 tracking week, according to 
Luminate, formerly MRC Data.

The single, the first Hot 100 No. 1 (and 
entry) for the British quartet, logs a second 
week at No. 1 on the Radio Songs chart; 
dips to No. 4 from its No. 3 high on Stream-
ing Songs; and falls 16-20 on Digital Song 
Sales, where it reached No. 13.

As “Heat Waves” reigns in its 61st total 
week on the Hot 100, it ties as the fifth-lon-
gest-charting No. 1 in the list’s history (and 
is almost assured of moving into second 
place within two months).

Longest-Charting Billboard Hot 100 No. 
1s 
90 weeks on Hot 100 (an overall record), 
“Blinding Lights,” The Weeknd (2019-21; 
four weeks at No. 1) 
68 weeks, “Party Rock Anthem,” LMFAO 
feat. Lauren Bennett & GoonRock (2011-12; 
six weeks at No. 1) 
65 weeks, “Rolling in the Deep,” Adele 
(2010-12; seven weeks at No. 1) 
63 weeks, “Save Your Tears,” The Weeknd & 
Ariana Grande (2020-22; two weeks at No. 1; 
still on chart) 
61 weeks, “Heat Waves,” Glass Animals 
(2021-22; three weeks at No. 1 to-date; still 
on chart) 
61 weeks, “Circles,” Post Malone (2019-20; 
three weeks at No. 1) 
60 weeks, “Macarena (Bayside Boys Mix),” 
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Sam Hunt’s second studio full-length, and first in over five years, Southside 
(MCA Nashville/Universal Music Group Nashville), debuts at No. 1 on Billboard’s 
Top Country Albums chart dated April 18. In its first week (ending April 9), it 
earned 46,000 equivalent album units, including 16,000 in album sales, ac-
cording to Nielsen Music/MRC Data.

Southside marks Hunt’s second No. 1 on the 
chart and fourth top 10. It follows freshman LP 
Montevallo, which arrived at the summit in No-
vember 2014 and reigned for nine weeks. To date, 
Montevallo has earned 3.9 million units, with 1.4 
million in album sales.

Montevallo has spent 267 weeks on the list, tying 
Luke Bryan’s Crash My Party as the sixth-longest-
running titles in the chart’s 56-year history.

On the all-genre Billboard 200, Southside ar-
rives at No. 5, awarding Hunt his second top 10 
after the No. 3-peaking Montevallo.

Hunt first released the EP X2C, which debuted 
and peaked at No. 5 on Top Country Albums in August 2014. Following 
Montevallo, Between the Pines: Acoustic Mixtape started at its No. 7 high in 
November 2015.

Montevallo produced five singles, four of which hit the pinnacle of Country 
Airplay: “Leave the Night On,” “Take Your Time,” “House Party” and “Make 
You Miss Me.” “Break Up in a Small Town” peaked at No. 2.

Hunt co-penned all 12 songs on Southside, including “Body Like a Back 
Road,” which was released in 2017. The smash hit ruled Country Airplay for 
three weeks and the airplay-, streaming- and sales-based Hot Country Songs 
chart for a then-record 34 frames. It now ranks second only to Bebe Rexha and 
Florida Georgia Line’s “Meant to Be” (50 weeks atop the latter list in 2017-18).

“Downtown’s Dead,” which is also on the new set, reached Nos. 14 and 15 
on Hot Country Songs and Country Airplay, respectively, in June 2018. “Kin-
folks” led Country Airplay on Feb. 29, becoming Hunt’s seventh No. 1. It hit 
No. 3 on Hot Country Songs.

Latest single “Hard to Forget” jumps 17-9 on Hot Country Songs. It’s his 
eighth top 10, having corralled 8.2 million U.S. streams (up 96%) and 5,000 in 

sales (up 21%) in the tracking week. On Country Airplay, it hops 18-15 (11.9 mil-
lion audience impressions, up 16%).

TRY TO ‘CATCH’ UP WITH YOUNG Brett Young achieves his fifth consecutive 
and total Country Airplay No. 1 as “Catch” (Big Machine Label Group) ascends 

2-1, increasing 13% to 36.6 million impressions.
Young’s first of six chart entries, “Sleep With-

out You,” reached No. 2 in December 2016. He 
followed with the multiweek No. 1s “In Case You 
Didn’t Know” (two weeks, June 2017), “Like I Loved 
You” (three, January 2018), “Mercy” (two, August 
2018) and “Here Tonight” (two, April 2019).

“Catch” completes his longest journey to No. 1, 
having taken 46 weeks to reach the apex. It out-
paces the 30-week climb of “Here Tonight.”

On Hot Country Songs, “Catch” pushes 7-5 for 
a new high.

COMBS ‘DOES’ IT AGAIN Luke Combs’ “Does to Me” (River House/Columbia 
Nashville), featuring Eric Church, ascends 11-8 on Country Airplay, up 10% to 
24.7 million in audience. The song is Combs’ eighth straight career-opening 
top 10, following a record run of seven consecutive out-of-the-gate, properly 
promoted No. 1 singles.

Church adds his 15th Country Airplay top 10.

THAT TOOK QUITE ‘A FEW’ MONTHS Travis Denning shatters the record for 
the most weeks it has taken to penetrate the Country Airplay top 10 as “After 
a Few” (Mercury Nashville) climbs 12-10 in its 57th week, up 4% to 21.4 mil-
lion in radio reach.

The song surpasses two tracks that took 50 weeks each to enter the top 10: 
Easton Corbin’s “A Girl Like You,” which reached No. 10 in January 2018 be-
fore peaking at No. 6 that February, and Aaron Watson’s “Outta Style,” which 
achieved its No. 10 high in December 2017.

“After” is Denning’s second Country Airplay entry. “David Ashley Parker 
From Powder Springs” traveled to No. 32 in September 2018. 

SamHunt’s Southside Rules Top Country 
Albums; Brett Young ‘Catch’-es Fifth Airplay 

Leader; Travis Denning Makes History

ON THE CHARTS JIM ASKER jim.asker@billboard.com
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In its 64th year, The Music Business Association will 
host its annual Music Biz conference May 9th to 
May 12th in Nashville, Tennessee.
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Los Del Rio (1995-97; 14 weeks at No. 1)
“Heat Waves” concurrently tops the Hot 

Rock & Alternative Songs and Hot Alter-
native Songs charts, both of which use the 
same multi-metric methodology as the Hot 
100, for a 26th week each.

The Kid LAROI and Justin Bieber’s “Stay” 
rebounds 5-2 on the Hot 100, after seven 
weeks at No. 1. It holds at No. 2 on Radio 
Songs (64.5 million, up 1%); slips 8-13 on 
Streaming Songs (11.5 million, essentially 
even week-over-week); and re-enters Digital 
Song Sales at No. 46 (1,800, up 21%). The 
track has spent all 36 of its weeks on the 
Hot 100 in the top 10, dating to its entrance 
at No. 3 on the July 24, 2021, chart; only 
Post Malone’s “Circles” has linked a longer 
consecutive run in the top 10 from a debut: 
38 weeks, in 2019-20.

Kodak Black’s “Super Gremlin” is steady 
at its No. 3 Hot 100 high, as it leads the 
multi-metric Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Songs 
and Hot Rap Songs charts for a ninth week 
each, and GAYLE’s “abcdefu” keeps at No. 4, 
after reaching No. 3. “abcdefu” concurrently 
crowns the Adult Pop Airplay radio chart; it 
previously led Pop Airplay for two weeks.

“We Don’t Talk About Bruno,” from 
Encanto, drops 2-5 on the Hot 100 after 
five weeks at No. 1, the longest reign ever 
for a song from a Disney film. The track, by 
Carolina Gaitán, Mauro Castillo, Adassa, 
Rhenzy Feliz, Diane Guerrero, Stephanie 
Beatriz and the Encanto Cast, all singing as 
the characters that they voice in the movie, 
continues its command on Streaming Songs, 
where it leads for an 11th week (22.2 million, 
down 11%).

Justin Bieber’s “Ghost” hits a new No. 6 
Hot 100 high, up from No. 7, swapping spots 
with Adele’s “Easy on Me” (6-7), which 
spent 10 weeks at No. 1.

Imagine Dragons and JID’s “Enemy” 
surges 12-8 on the Hot 100, with 42 mil-
lion in radio airplay audience (up 17%, good 
for the chart’s top Airplay Gainer award 
for a fifth consecutive week), 10.6 million 
streams (down 3%) and 4,000 sold (up 3%). 
The song is showcased at the beginning of 
each episode of Netflix’s animated series 
Arcane: League of Legends, which premiered 
Nov. 6, 2021 (with the track having topped 
Billboard‘s Top TV Songs chart, powered by 

Tunefind, for November).
Imagine Dragons notch their fifth Hot 100 

top 10, following “Radioactive” (No. 3, July 
2013); “Demons” (No. 6, December 2013); 
“Believer” (No. 4, August 2017); and “Thun-
der” (No. 4, December 2017). Rapper/singer 
JID earns his first top 10.

“Enemy” also enters the top 10 on both 
Radio Songs (14-10) and Digital Song Sales 
(13-10). Imagine Dragons score their seventh 
Radio Songs top 10 and first since “Natu-
ral” in 2018; “Enemy” reaches the top 10 in 
just its fifth week on the chart, marking the 
group’s fastest flight to the tier, one-upping 
the six-week trip for “Thunder,” its lone 
leader on the list. The band adds its 11th top 
10 on Digital Song Sales. JID reaches the top 
10 of both charts for the first time.

“Enemy” is drawing support at multiple 
radio formats, as it rules Alternative Airplay 
for a seventh week, having become Imagine 
Dragons’ seventh No. 1 on the chart; pushes 
10-9 on Adult Pop Airplay; and holds at No. 
10 on Pop Airplay.

Also notably, the top three titles on Hot 
Rock & Alternative Songs (“Heat Waves,” 
“abcdefu” and “Enemy,” at Nos. 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively, this week) appear in the Hot 
100’s top 10 simultaneously for the first time 
since Hot Rock & Alternative Songs was 
revamped in June 2020.

Rounding out the Hot 100’s top 10, Lil Nas 
X’s “Thats What I Want” returns to its best 
rank (10-9) and Ed Sheeran’s “Bad Habits” 
descends 8-10, after reaching No. 2.

Again, for all chart news, you can fol-
low @billboard and @billboardcharts on 
both Twitter and Instagram and all charts 
(dated March 26), including the Hot 100 in 
its entirety, will refresh on Billboard.com 
tomorrow (March 22).

Luminate, the independent data provider to 
the Billboard charts, completes an exhaustive 
and thorough review of all data submissions 
used in compiling weekly chart rankings. 
Luminate reviews and authenticates data, 
removing any suspicious or unverifiable 
activity using established criteria before final 
chart calculations are made and published. 
In partnership with Billboard, data deemed 
suspicious and unverifiable is disqualified 
prior to final calculations. 

Paul Simon 
Shopping Simon 
& Garfunkel 
Recorded 
Royalties
BY MELINDA NEWMAN

A 
year after Paul Simon sold his song 
catalog to Sony Music Publishing, 
the legendary artist is now shop-
ping his master recording royalties 

from his Simon & Garfunkel recorded works, 
multiple sources tell Billboard.

The master royalties include the five 
Simon & Garfunkel studio albums that the 
duo recorded for Columbia/Sony starting 
in 1964, including 1971 Grammy album of 
the year Bridge Over Troubled Water. The 
duo has sold more than 100 million records, 
according to Sony. “The Sound of Silence,” 
“Mrs. Robinson,” “America,” “Homeward 
Bound,” “The 59th Street Bridge Song (Fee-
lin’ Groovy)” and “The Boxer” are among 
the classic recordings on these albums.

A source says the deal does not include 
Art Garfunkel’s share of Simon & Garfun-
kel’s master recording royalties.

Simon, one of the most revered singer-
songwriters in modern American history, 
launched his career as a member of Simon & 
Garfunkel before going on to have a lauded 
solo career. Simon’s current recorded music 
contract is with Sony Music Entertainment. 
Since 2010, Sony has also controlled the 
masters of the solo albums he recorded for 
Warner Brothers.

Billboard estimates that the Simon & 
Garfunkel catalog, which also includes a 
number of live albums, brings in around 
$8.3 million a year. Using a hybrid formula 
to calculate artist royalty rates, backing out 
Garfunkel’s share and using a 20 times mul-
tiple, Billboard estimates Simon’s income 
stream range is between $20 million and 
$30 million. Sources say the asking price is 
in the eight figures.

A number of private-equity backed 
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independent publishing companies have 
expressed interest in acquiring the passive 
income stream and one source says the deal 
has not yet closed.

Simon’s attorney declined to comment. 
His manager did not respond to a request 
for comment.

Simon was the first recipient of the 
Gershwin Prize for Popular Song in 2007. 
He was inducted into the Songwriters Hall 
of Fame in 1982 and received that organiza-
tion’s highest honor, the Johnny Mercer 
Award, in 1998, as well as its Towering Song 
award for “Bridge Over Troubled Water” in 
2010.

Simon has been voted into the Rock and 
Roll Hall of Fame twice – with Simon & Gar-
funkel in 1990 and as a solo artist in 2001.

The singer-songwriter has also won 16 
Grammys, including a record three awards 
for Record of the Year, a record-tying three 
awards for Album of the Year and one award 
for Song of the Year. Simon & Garfunkel 
received a lifetime achievement award from 
the Recording Academy in 2003.

Ed Christman assisted in preparing this 
article. 

The Ledger: 
Should Music 
Streamers Follow 
Netflix’s Lead on 
Account Sharing?
BY GLENN PEOPLES

T
he Ledger is a weekly newsletter 
about the economics of the music 
business sent to Billboard Pro sub-
scribers. An abbreviated version of 

the newsletter is published online.
The music business should watch what 

Netflix is doing in select Latin American 
countries to bring in more revenue as pain-
lessly as possible.

In the next few weeks, Netflix will begin 
testing new two features in Chile, Costa Rica 
and Peru:

“Add an extra member,” which allows 
subscribers to standard and premium plans 
to add up to two people they don’t live with 
for a few dollars a month;

And “transfer profile to a new account” 
for people to take their profile information 
— namely their viewing history and recom-
mendations — to a new account rather than 
create a new account from scratch.

“We recognize that people have many 
entertainment choices,” the company wrote 
in the blog post announcing the new 
features,” so we want to ensure any new 
features are flexible and useful for members, 
whose subscriptions fund all our great TV 
and films.” To be sure, Netflix is offering car-
rots rather than sticks to deal with account 
sharing between people in different house-
holds. Previous efforts to reduce password 
sharing were delicately handled. Contrary to 
some news headlines, Netflix is not exactly 
cracking down on the problem. But with 
subscription growth slowing and its share 
price in decline, Netflix is not ignoring the 
matter, either.

What does this have to do with music 
subscriptions? Plenty. People share accounts 
to Spotify, Apple Music and other music 
subscription plans just as they share ac-
counts to video subscription services. Music 
services are also under pressure to gener-
ate more revenue for rights holders and 
creators. Spotify has opted to experiment 
with small hikes in multi-user subscriptions 
such as family plans rather than broad price 
increases. Instead, Spotify et al. have fo-
cused on attracting more subscribers, which 
brings more paying customers into music 
streaming, and reducing churn, which has 
raised the average subscriber’s lifetime 
value. By and large, prices have stayed flat 
for more than a decade.

The latest data show account sharing 
remains widespread in the U.S.: 15.2 mil-
lion people — 11% of all listeners to paid 
streaming services — used a music stream-
ing service log-in and knew it wasn’t for a 
family plan, according to the MusicWatch 
Annual Music Study 2021. That was down 
from 18.6 million in 2020 but higher 2018 
(9.2 million) and 2019 (12 million). Music-
Watch’s previous survey in 2019 found that 
about one in nine Americans using a music 

subscription were streaming using someone 
else’s password. About 30% of people who 
admitted using somebody else’s password 
said they would pay for the service. That 
segment would be worth $300 million an-
nually at $9.99 per month — even something 
less would be an opportunity to convert 
non-paying users. The remaining 70% of 
account sharers said they would opt for the 
free, ad-supported version. That’s also an 
opportunity. Streaming services and rights 
holders would be better off if they could pay 
a few dollars a month rather than turn into 
low-value, advertising-based listeners.

Improving monetization doesn’t require 
widespread, unpopular price increases. 
Small tweaks can help build the marketplace 
and convince more people to become pay-
ing customers. Netflix’s option to transfer a 
profile to a new account eliminates some of 
the pain in starting an individual subscrip-
tion. If a music streaming service followed 
suit, a person could start a new subscription 
and keep all their playlists created under a 
previously shared account. Giving non-
family members the ability to join a shared 
account would result in marginally higher 
revenue per user without making everyone 
else pay more.

Music streaming services are increasingly 
under pressure to deliver more royalties 
to creators and rights holders. Tackling 
account sharing is a sensible option. Even 
gentle nudges, not heavy-handed tactics, can 
produce results.

STOCKS 
Through March 18, the % change over the 
last week, and the year-to-date change.

Spotify: $144.78, +16.5%, -38.1% YTD 
Universal Music Group: 22.78 euros, +11.7%, 
-8.1% YTD 
Warner Music Group: $37.21, +17.0%, -13.8% 
YTD 
Believe: 12.90 euros, +11.3%, -23.7% YTD 
Reservoir Media: $8.96, +8.7%, +13.3% YTD 
Live Nation: $112.98, +4.1%, -5.6% YTD 
Tencent Music Entertainment: $5.06, 
+47.1%, -26.1% YTD 
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RIAA 70TH ANNIVERSARY
2 0 2 1

The Recording Industry Association of America® 
advocates for American music and the people 
and companies that create it. RIAA’s several 
hundred members – ranging from major labels 
with global reach to small and local businesses 
and artist-owned labels they distribute and 
support – make up the world’s most vibrant and 
innovative music community, partnering with 
artists to help them reach their potential and 
connect with fans while supporting hundreds of 
thousands of American jobs. 
In both Washington, DC and the states, RIAA 
advocates for policies that grow and strengthen 
the modern music economy and create opportu-
nities for every segment of our industry. Its tech 
and legal teams are the leading edge of online 
content protection, working 24/7 to stop
unfair and damaging pre-release leaks and 
ensure artists and songwriters get paid every 

 

where and every time their work is used. It is the 
authoritative source for revenue data and research 
that reveals important trends and developments in 
the music business. And for over 60 years it has 
operated the iconic Gold & Platinum program – the 
most widely-recognized and reliable benchmark 
for creative and commercial success in our industry. 
In 2022, RIAA marks a major milestone – 70 years 
supporting American music.  So, to honor this ongo-
ing evolution and the RIAA’s commitment to great 
music and a strong healthy music ecosystem with 
opportunities for all, please join Billboard in 
congratulating RIAA on its 70th Anniversary.

CONTACT
East Coast: Joe Maimone  | joe.maimone@billboard.com.
Southeast: Lee Ann Photoglo | laphotoglo@gmail.com
Latin: Marcia Olival | marciaolival29@gmail.com
Touring & West Coast: Cynthia Mellow | cmellow.billboard@gmail.com
International: Ryan O’Donnell  | rodonnell@pmc.com



Warner Music to 
Acquire Middle 
East Distributor 
Qanawat Music
BY MARC SCHNEIDER

W
arner Music Group an-
nounced on Monday it has 
entered into an agreement 
to buy Qanawat Music, a 

leading music distributor across the Middle 
East and North Africa (MENA), as it looks to 
expand its footprint in one of the industry’s 
fastest-growing markets.

Once the deal is finalized — “soon,” the 
companies said — Qanawat Music will 
change hands from digital mobile provider 
Qanawat FZ LLC to WMG and become the 
label’s key local distributor in more than 20 
countries across the region. Qanawat Music, 
which has a presence in Dubai, Cairo and 
Casablanca, will operate as a standalone 
company under WMG and retain its founder 
Adnan Al-Obthani as CEO.

“Warner Music has a long-term vision for 
developing the market here in the Middle 
East and North Africa, as well as a commit-
ment to connect Arabic artists with a global 
fanbase,” said Al-Obthani. “We’ve built this 
business up over 20 years and were deter-
mined that we would only partner with a 
company that we could confidently trust to 
look after our artists’ best interests.”

Aside from gaining an established dis-
tributor in a sprawling region of some 430 
million people, WMG looks at the deal as 
an opportunity to export MENA-based tal-
ent to the larger, Arabic-speaking diaspora 
worldwide.

“We’ve recently seen huge global success 
with our artists from Sub-Saharan Africa 
and we’re eager to repeat this achievement 
by building a proper distribution and up-
streaming structure for the best talent from 
the Arabic world,” said Alfonso Perez-So-
to, president, emerging markets, recorded 
music at WMG.

WMG put its roots down in the region 

back in 2018 with the launch of Warner 
Music Middle East and the opening of an of-
fice in Beirut, Lebanon. A year ago, the com-
pany made an investment in Rotana Music, 
the Arab world’s leading indie record label.

“This is a seismic moment in the develop-
ment of the music industry in our region,” 
commented Moe Hamzeh, managing direc-
tor of WMME. “Combining the experience 
and relationships Qanawat has built up over 
the years with the global reach and exper-
tise of Warner Music will hugely benefit 
many artists.” 

Hardwell to Close 
Out Ultra Miami 
2022 After  
Four-Year Hiatus
BY ALEXEI BARRIONUEVO

F
our years after stepping away 
from the EDM scene that made 
him a global star, Hardwell will 
take the stage again in Miami next 

weekend at Ultra Music Festival, Bill-
board has learned.

The Dutch DJ-producer will close out 
the three-day festival as the “special guest” 
in the final main stage slot at 9 p.m. on 
Sunday, March 27, say three people familiar 
with the matter.

Hardwell, whose real name is Robbert van 
de Corput, rose to fame amid the hands-
in-the-air commercial explosion of dance 
music in the U.S. from 2012 to 2018, headlin-
ing major festivals like Ultra and Tomorrow-
World and holding residencies at top-flight 
venues like Hakkasan in Las Vegas. He 
produced a slew of high-energy progressive 
house and big-room dance hits like “Space-
man” and “Apollo.”

A spokesperson for Ultra did not respond 
to emails from Billboard. Anna Knaup, 
Hardwell’s manager, declined to comment.

The Dutch DJ’s Ultra performance has 
been rumored for months, and the festival 
hasn’t made it any less obvious, having put 
a blurred-out name between the letters “G” 

and “I” on its alphabetical lineup of artists. In 
announcing the event’s Phase One lineup in 
February, the organizers said Sunday’s clos-
ing act would be filled by “one of the most 
iconic artists in electronic music history.” 
DJs Kura and Timmy Trumpet, who has 
released tracks on Hardwell’s Revealed Re-
cordings label, have also hyped up a possible 
comeback show for Hardwell on Twitter.

Hardwell was in discussions with Ultra 
about making his comeback, with new mu-
sic, at the 2020 edition of the festival, which 
was canceled, along with the 2021 event, 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, one source 
says. Knaup says Hardwell was “never ever 
confirmed at the previous Ultra.” (With the 
pandemic raging, a lineup for the 2021 Ultra 
was never announced and artist managers 
and agents told Billboard that booking offers 
for the show were not made.)

Sources say Hardwell will debut new 
music at this year’s festival, and that his new 
sound is a departure — or evolution — from 
his previous, commercially focused work. 
Hardwell’s friend and fellow Dutch DJ, 
Laidback Luke, told Billboard in October 
that he had heard some of the new music, 
saying he was “so proud of him, and his new 
album is going to be incredible.” (Knaup 
would not comment on the new music.)

Songs on which Hardwell is credited as 
the lead artist have drawn 240.3 million 
official U.S. streams, according to Luminate, 
formerly MRC Data. He has four top 10s on 
Billboard’s Top Dance/Electronic albums 
chart and six entries on Billboard’s Hot 
Dance/Electronic Songs chart, with “Dare 
You” featuring Matthew Koma peaking at 
No. 16 in 2014.

In September 2018, in a surprise move, 
Hardwell, at age 30, told his followers on 
Instagram that he was taking a hiatus from 
touring and other music obligations to 
spend more time with his friends and family. 
He hails from Breda, Netherlands, which is 
also the hometown of Tiësto, who helped 
mentor Hardwell early in his career.

In his Instagram post, Hardwell said he 
had decided to “clear [his] schedule indefi-
nitely” because the pressures of heavy tour-
ing had come to feel like “a never-ending 
rollercoaster ride.”

Laidback Luke told Billboard that 
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THIRD EYE BLIND
2 0 2 2

Since 1997, San Francisco's Third Eye Blind has recorded 
five best-selling albums and assembled one career 
retrospective.  Led by Stephan Jenkins, 3EB has earned 
worldwide success during a 
tumultuous group of years when the major-label record-
ing industry was finally losing its grip on an enterprise that 
for decades it had dominated with steely efficiency. 

Third Eye Blind’s 2021 album Our Bande Apart was 
recorded when lockdown ended, with Bethany Cosentino 
of Best Coast and Ryan Olson of Poliça.  The band has 
continued to have gained artistic clarification—and, 
surprisingly, a fanbase that is larger, younger and more 
dedicated than ever.

Now celebrating 25 years of their iconic self-titled album, 
the band has an upcoming summer tour and has teamed 
up with Smith & Cult to create a series of nail polish colors 
with proceeds from shade "Jumper" to support True 
Colors United - a foundation committed to supporting 
LGBTQ youth. The band will be supporting SeaTrees on 
their 2022 Summer Gods tour, an organization that helps 
restore a portion of the Palos Verdes Kelp Forest.  The 
ocean has the power to restore climate change.

The latest science shows that globally, kelp forests can 
sequester more carbon than mangrove forests - restoring 
these sequoias of the sea is critical to solving climate 
change as 93% of all carbon in the carbon cycle is stored 
in our oceans (meaning just 7% is stored across our 
atmosphere and land biosphere.
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Hardwell “was just not happy with what he 
was doing anymore. To him, it just felt like 
the same old thing over and over again. And 
he wanted to break free from that.”

Hardwell’s decision to step away from 
being a touring DJ roughly coincided with 
the creation of a DJ support group by fellow 
Dutchman Armin van Buuren. The group 
has met twice monthly on Zoom during the 
pandemic, in English and Dutch-language 
groupings that have included mostly male 
DJs, including Laidback Luke, Don Diablo, 
Dave Dresden (of Gabriel & Dresden) and 
the Brazilian DJ Alok, sources say. The 
support groups were intended to deal with 
mental health issues, including the stresses 
of fame and touring, say three people in-
volved in the groups.

What is less clear about Hardwell’s Ultra 
show is whether it represents a comeback 
or a one-off. Knaup declined to say whether 
the DJ planned to tour the rest of the year or 
had lined up any residencies at major clubs.

If it’s the beginning of a comeback, it won’t 
be the first time Ultra has acted as a launch-
ing pad for a major act’s rebirth. In 2018, 
after retiring five years earlier, Swedish 
House Mafia closed out Ultra with a surprise 
performance, with Axwell declaring to the 
crowd from the Ultra stage that “It’s Swedish 
House Mafia for life, this time.”

After a three-year absence, Ultra is back 
this year with a sold-out Miami event at 
Bayfront Park. Like most festival companies, 
Ultra suffered substantial losses from the 
pandemic cancellations and was hit in May 
of 2020 by a class-action lawsuit over its 
refusal to issue ticket refunds.

Taking place in March, Ultra has acted as a 
festival where dance artists frequently debut 
new music early in the year. In addition 
to Swedish House Mafia, it has welcomed 
surprise guests before, including Madonna, 
Slash and Deadmau5, who replaced a hospi-
tal-stricken Avicii on the lineup in 2014. 

Inside Track: 
Labels’ Back-
to-Office Plans 
Include Massages, 
Mediation, Free 
Lunch & Concerts
BY MELINDA NEWMAN

A
s COVID-19 restrictions ease, 
music companies are welcom-
ing back employees with a wide 
range of healthy perks to lessen 

the stress of returning to the office after two 
years of working from home.

Warner Music Group and publishing arm 
Warner Chappell offer staffers massages, 
reiki sessions and even sound baths in their 
Los Angeles, New York and Nashville of-
fices, as well as complimentary lunches and 
smoothies. Baristas also man coffee stations 
to encourage face-to-face conversation and 
collaboration among returning workers who 
may have only seen each other over Zoom 
for months. There is also a full slate of vir-
tual programs ranging from yoga, wellness 
classes and meditation. WMG’s recorded 
music division began welcoming staffers 
back in late February, while the publish-
ing company and corporate team returned 
March 1, all on a hybrid basis.

“The world has changed and the work-
place experience has to reflect that,” says 
Masha Osherova, WMG exec vp and chief 
people officer. “The success of the vaccina-
tion program means that we’ve been able 
to come together again safely and benefit 
from in-person collaboration. Everything 
we’ve been doing to make our workplace 
special on our return to office, from our 
hospitality offering to our wellness program, 
is designed to nurture shared culture and 
empower our people to do their best work. 
We’ll continue to be purposeful as we enable 
our people to work more healthily, easily 
and happily, while doing our bit to support 
society and the planet.”

Sony Music Entertainment’s offices began 
allowing employees to return voluntarily 
to the office in phases starting last year. In 
the U.S., staffers returned on a broader basis 
beginning March 14 with hybrid flexibility. 
Employees came back to meditation, group 
counseling sessions, fitness classes and free 
lunch, coffee and snacks.

Similarly, Concord staggered the reopen-
ing of its offices. Staffers in Nashville and 
New York returned to brand new offices a 
few weeks ago, while they and employees 
in Miami, London and Berlin were greeted 
with a back-to-work lunch and activities 
tailored to each location. For example, 
Nashville hosted a private concert with 
Concord Music Publishing and Rounder 
artist Ruston Kelly. Concord’s Los Angeles 
office will be the last Concord outpost to 
open April 4.

Universal Music Group began bringing 
back staffers Jan. 18 with Universal Music 
Group Publishing returning on March 14, all 
on a hybrid schedule

“Our return-to-office approach prioritizes 
employees’ health and safety and hybrid 
work schedules that provide flexibility 
and consideration for employees’ personal 
circumstances, alongside the needs of the 
business,” says Eric Hutcherson, UMG’s 
chief people and inclusion officer. “In order 
to manage the return thoughtfully and care-
fully, each business leader is empowered to 
determine their team’s individual return to 
office plans, as long as they are consistent 
with the company’s U.S.-wide guidelines 
and applicable public health regulations. 
These practices have helped us maintain a 
safe and productive workplace.”

. BMG does not open its U.S. offices until 
May 1. 
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Kaskade Wins 
$8M Lawsuit 
Against Las Vegas 
Nightclub
BY DAVE BROOKS

A 
Nevada federal judge has ordered 
the owner of Las Vegas’ KAOS 
nightclub to pay dance artist Kas-
kade $7,950,000 after cancelling 

his $300,000 per night residency.
After the KAOS nightclub residency only 

lasted a few months, Kaskade, born Ryan 
Raddon, filed a lawsuit against club owners 
FP Holdings, a company controlled by Frank 
III and Lorenzo Fertitta, claiming he still 
had dozens of unplayed dates for which he 
was owned money.

Lawyers for FP Holdings argued that the 
number of unpaid dates for which Rad-
don was owed money should not include 
30 planned shows in 2020, during much 
of which Las Vegas and much of the world 
were shut down anyway. They argued the 
company owed Raddon just $1.2 million

In a ruling on Friday, U.S. District Court 
Judge Andrew Gordon disagreed, saying 
had Raddon not been booked for KAOS 
he “could have performed several shows 
between Jan. 1 and March 15, 2020, before 
the shutdown order,” Gordon wrote. He also 
chided the Fertittas for not trying to explore 
other arrangements to stage Kaskade con-
certs, dismissing the FP Holdings’ claims 
that drive-in shows or virtual shows were 
not financially viable.

Raddon was “ready, willing, and able to 
perform on alternative dates and in alterna-
tive locations, but FP offered none and did 
not even consider any,” Gordon wrote.

Besides the compensation for unpaid 
performances, Gordon also ordered FP 
Holdings to cover Raddon’s legal costs. The 
judge said that awarded payments would be 
decided in future proceedings, after Raddon 
and FP Holdings hold discussions and “try 
to reach an agreement on them.”

Jordan Siev of Reed Smith LLP, who led 

the trial team, said in a statement “We are 
pleased that the Court found in Kaskade’s 
favor and upheld the parties’ carefully nego-
tiated agreement.” 

Kanye ‘Ye’ 
West’s Grammys 
Performance 
Pulled Over 
‘Concerning 
Online Behavior’
BY ABBEY WHITE 

K
anye “Ye” West’s rep says that 
an unannounced performance at 
the 2022 Grammy Awards has 
been pulled due to “concerning 

online behavior.”
A representative for the rapper confirmed 

to The Hollywood Reporter details in a report, 
published on Friday by The Blast, which 
alleges West received a call Friday evening 
notifying him that he was scrapped from this 
year’s Grammys performer line-up. While 
West is up for five nominations this year, he 
was not among the first round of artists 
announced to perform by the Recording 
Academy ahead of the April 3 ceremony.

A rep for West, whose legal name is Ye, 
declined to confirm whether he was still 
attending or invited to the show taking place 
at the MGM Grand Garden Arena in Las 
Vegas. THR has reached out to the Record-
ing Academy for comment but has yet to 
hear back.

The news follows Ye’s temporary sus-
pension from Instagram on Wednesday, 
March 16, after he published a post featur-
ing a slur that targeted The Daily Show host 
Trevor Noah. During the 24-hour suspen-
sion, the Grammy-winning musician was 
unable to post, comment or send DMs.

In Ye’s post, which has since been deleted 
by Instagram, lyrics to “Kumbaya” were 
replaced with a variation of a racial epithet 
based on a minstrel character. West used the 

slur in response to a Tuesday segment of The 
Daily Show, in which Noah addressed the 
rapper’s online fixation on and harassment 
of both his ex-wife Kim Kardashian and her 
current boyfriend, SNL cast member Pete 
Davidson, calling it “terrifying to watch.”

Before West’s post was removed, Noah 
— who is hosting the 2022 Grammys show 
— responded, telling the rapper that his 
behavior “broke” the host’s heart and that 
Ye should “know the difference between 
that and fighting your family.”

“If you’re just joking about it all and I’m 
an idiot for caring, then so be it. But I’d 
rather be the idiot who spoke up,” Noah 
concluded his comment.

West’s public response to Noah is just 
the latest chapter in his ongoing public 
response to his divorce from Kardashian, 
who was declared legally single on March 
2. Kardashian filed for divorce from West in 
February 2021 after six years of marriage, 
and during court proceedings claimed he 
was causing her “emotional distress” 
with his social media posts.

Since then, West has made numerous 
public comments across social media about 
their split. Ye apologized in February for at 
least some of those posts, specifically those 
that involved him publishing private texts 
with Kardashian on his public account.

Addressing his escalating social media 
responses to their divorce, he wrote that “I 
know sharing screen shots was jarring and 
came off as harassing Kim. I take account-
ability.” He went on to say that he’s “still 
learning in real time” and that he could 
“benefit from a team of creative profession-
als, organizers, mobilizers and community 
leaders.”

But following the public apology, Ye went 
on to, among other things, depict decapitat-
ing a claymation version of Davidson in his 
video for “Eazy,” a track that features the 
lyrics, “God saved me from that crash / Just 
so I can beat Pete Davidson’s ass.”

This article originally appeared on The 
Hollywood Reporter. 
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Lizzo Settles 
‘Truth Hurts’ 
Songwriting 
Lawsuit
BY BILL DONAHUE 

L
izzo has reached a settlement 
to end a years-long lawsuit over 
her “Truth Hurts,” filed by three 
songwriters who claimed they 

helped create her Grammy-winning hit.
In a motion filed Friday (March 18) 

in Los Angeles federal court, attorneys 
for both sides said they had reached an 
agreement for the “dismissal of the entire 
action.” Both sides agreed to pay their own 
legal bills, but no other terms of the deal 
were publicly disclosed.

The agreement will resolve a dispute 
kicked off in 2019, when Justin Raisen, 
Jeremiah Raisen and Yves Rothman ac-
cused Lizzo of cutting them out after they 
had made key contributions to “Truth Hurts” 
– Lizzo’s 2017 viral hit that eventually spent 
seven weeks atop the Hot 100 in 2019.

A federal judge dismissed much of the 
case last year, but left open the possibility 
that the Raisens and Rothman could still 
win a cut of revenue from “Truth Hurts.” 
Those claims had been scheduled to go to 
trial early next year.

Lawrence Y. Iser, the attorney for the 
accusers, told Billboard that the case was 
“settled on terms that are confidential” and 
declined to comment further. Lizzo’s attor-
ney, Cynthia S. Arato, did not immediately 
return a request for comment.

In October 2019, at the peak of the song’s 
popularity, the Raisens issued a public state-
ment claiming they were owed credit for 
“Truth Hurts.” Attorneys for Lizzo quickly 
filed a preemptive lawsuit, seeking to prove 
those claims were false.

Among other things, the trio zoned in on 
Lizzo’s lyric “I just took a DNA test, turns 
out I’m 100% that bitch” – a famous line 
from the song that’s derived from a popular 
internet meme. They said the same line had 

also been included on an unreleased demo 
called “Healthy” that they had helped Lizzo 
create – a song they claimed then evolved 
into the final version of “Truth Hurts.”

Lizzo has since given the “DNA test” 
meme’s creator — Mina Lioness — song-
writing credit on “Truth Hurts,” but she 
said that the Raisens and Rothman were 
entitle to no such thing.

“The Raisens … embarked on an esca-
lating campaign of harassment against 
Lizzo and others involved in ‘Truth Hurts,’ 
threatening to ‘go public’ unless they receive 
an unwarranted share of this work,” Lizzo 
wrote at the time.

Last year, U.S. District Judge Dolly M. 
Gee dismissed the lawsuit’s core claims. 
While the Raisens and Rothman wanted 
to claim co-ownership of “Truth Hurts,” 
the judge said their lawsuit had only really 
shown a claim to co-ownership of “Healthy,” 
the earlier demo.

The ruling left open the possibility that 
the trio could seek an accounting of the 
revenues Lizzo had earned from the use of 
“Healthy” in the creation of “Truth Hurts” 
with a trial scheduled on those remaining 
issues for February 2023. 

Warner Chappell 
Appoints Peter 
Rosenthal EVP, 
Global Director 
of Legal and 
Business Affairs
BY MARC SCHNEIDER

W
arner Chappell Music has 
hired Peter Rosenthal 
as executive vp, global 
director of legal and busi-

ness affairs, a newly-created position at the 
music publisher. Reporting to WCM CEO 
Guy Moot and COO Carianne Marshall, 
Rosenthal will be tasked with leading the 
company’s global legal operations and liaise 

with other industry groups, as well as advise 
WCM on judicial and legislative matters 
that impact the wider publishing business.

“As we continue to prioritize our pres-
ence around the world and expand into 
emerging markets, we need a unified legal 
strategy,” said Moot and Marshall, who are 
also co-chairs. “Peter’s guidance and growth 
mindset will be critical to helping us better 
serve and protect our songwriters across 
every genre, globally. We know he’s going 
to be a powerful partner to us and the team, 
and we’re so proud to welcome him to our 
Warner Chappell family.”

Rosenthal most recently served as general 
counsel at Downtown Music Holdings, 
where he oversaw all global legal and busi-
ness affairs, including administration, license 
agreements and other transactional matters. 
Prior to that, he was a partner at Ritholz Levy 
Fields LLP, a law firm specializing in enter-
tainment, media and technology.

He commented, “The team is incredible 
and the work they are doing to advocate 
for our songwriters and help them navi-
gate complex new technologies and trends 
is inspiring. We have a real opportunity to 
amplify these efforts even more and tap into 
connections both within our own WMG net-
work and with outside organizations, and I’m 
grateful to Guy and Carianne for entrusting 
me with this newly envisioned role.” 

How SXSW’s  
Only Ukrainian 
Act Fled Kyiv to 
Bring ‘Masters of 
War’ to Austin
BY STEVE KNOPPER 

T
o get to this moment — singing 
“Masters of War” at the Speak-
easy in Austin, Texas, on Saturday 
(March 19) with Bob Dylan‘s 

guitarist while fans draped in Ukrainian 
flags roared from the balcony — Oleksandra 
Zaritska endured a terrible journey.
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On Feb. 25, the 29-year-old singer for 
popular regional trio Kazka was living in 
central Kyiv when Russia invaded her coun-
try. Early that morning, she witnessed the 
bombing from her balcony.

“I will remember this for my whole life,” 
Zaritska tells Billboard, with the occasional 
help of a translator, during South by South-
west at a downtown Austin food hall a day 
prior to the Speakeasy gig.

As emergency sirens blared throughout 
the city, Zaritska, better known as Sasha, 
decided to drive the 20 kilometers to her 
mother’s house in the forest. The drive took 
nearly six hours, due to panicking Ukraini-
ans queuing up at gas stations for fuel, water 
and other necessities.

Along with eight friends and family mem-
bers, including her mother, and three dogs, 
Zaritska spent four anxious, sleepless days 
viewing smoke and fire from the nearby 
airport. The house has no basement, so the 
occupants had nothing to do but cower and 
watch planes and the white, blinking, pop-
ping dots of bombs going off like fireworks 
in the sky.

“Every time we hear this sound, we 
just run into the bathroom. We are hid-
ing behind two walls, all these dogs and all 
these people. It was crazy,” Zaritska says. 
“This sound was very loud. It’s really close. 
We never expected our house would be an 
epicenter of war.”

On the fifth day, her father called from an-
other city in Ukraine: “You need to go right 
now.” The Russian military had surrounded 
her village, and there were concerns about 
thieves. Her father and boyfriend stayed 
in the country, as Zaritska and her mother 
returned to the car and drove to the western 
side of Ukraine — normally a seven-hour 
trip, but this time almost 24 hours.

Finally, they arrived in Berehove, near 
the Hungarian border, where locals pro-
vided food and helped transport would-be 
refugees outside Ukraine. After that, they 
went to Poland, and have been living there 
ever since — until Zaritska, along with her 
two managers, Yuriy Nikitin (who handles 
Kazka’s production) and Anton Fokin (who 
works the live side), decided to fly to the 
U.S. for her band’s long-scheduled showcase 
at SXSW.

Kazka had planned to play the Austin 
festival in 2020, until it was canceled due to 
COVID-19, and kept the date even though 
sopilka player Dmytro Mazuriak and multi-
instrumentalist Mykyta Budash stayed be-
hind in Ukraine. They are safe, Zaritska says, 
and one of the band’s producers is protecting 
valuable sound equipment in his apartment 
studio, hiding it under mattresses.

Kazka is best known for 2018’s “Plakala,” 
the first Ukrainian-language video to hit 200 
million YouTube views. The trio had partici-
pated in the country’s version of X-Factor 
8 and the Eurovision Song Contest, making 
the general decision to sing in Ukrainian, 
not Russian, even though Russian songs 
have been the most popular in Ukraine and 
the easiest pathway for rising to stardom.

“I’m proud of it,” Zaritska says. “My 
grandma, she is really proud of us.”

Zaritska sang “Plakala” onstage at the 
Speakeasy in Austin, of course. She has a 
warm, dominating stage presence and an 
instinct for showmanship, arriving onstage 
hidden behind a blue-and-yellow Ukrainian 
flag, then dropping it dramatically to show 
her face under a Stevie Ray Vaughan-style 
black hat. Zaritska played to about 150 peo-
ple in the small club, singing the Ukrainian 
national anthem and telling her story before 
performing several Kazka tracks.

“We are Ukrainian. It’s all in our genes. We 
are all strong,” she declared to the crowd.

Zaritska and her managers decided to 
use the SXSW platform, as well as hastily 
planned trips to New York, Chicago and 
Miami afterwards, to drum up publicity and 
support for the Ukrainian defense effort. 
Although they have no concrete plans beyond 
the U.S., she will eventually go back to Poland 
and Yuriy to his family in Cyprus, Greece.

At the Speakeasy, Zaritska instructed the 
crowd repeatedly to make donations, “talk 
to your government” and attend a Sunday 
protest at the Texas State Capitol.

Along the way, Zaritska and Kazka might 
finally be able to break in the U.S. In a sepa-
rate interview, Nikitin, 54, recalls helping to 
build the Ukrainian music business out of 
scratch, shortly after the country became an 
independent state in 1991.

“When we met with many Polish, Ger-
man, Austrian music companies, they ask 

us, ‘How do you work?’ and I said, ‘I don’t 
know,’” says Nikitin, whose family was 
vacationing in Cyprus, when Russia invaded 
Ukraine. “We work each direction. We make 
a concert, we make a record.”

Nikitin formed a record label, mamamu-
sic, in the 1990s, and recorded songs with 
Ukrainian pop stars before meeting Zaritska 
six years ago. Of her stardom, he says, “I 
look at it like it’s not only our success, it’s 
like success of our people, all of our busi-
ness, all of our industry.”

Charlie Sexton, Dylan’s longtime gui-
tarist, lives in Austin and joined Zaritska 
for the finale, the 1963 classic “Masters of 
War.” He led the younger band through the 
changes as Zaritska commanded the final 
verse: “I’ll stand over your grave/ ‘Til I’m 
sure that you’re dead.”

Zaritska and Kazka had discussed record-
ing it while still in Kyiv, just before the Rus-
sian invasion, but she didn’t rehearse it until 
arriving in Austin.

“It’s difficult to sing,” Zaritska says. “Eight 
verses.” To elaborate, she switched to Ukrai-
nian. “Eight verses of really cruel stuff,” her 
translator explains. “But that’s exactly what 
she would say to Putin. And exactly what 
she would have done to him.” 

Ed Sheeran, 
Camila Cabello, 
Snow Patrol & 
More to Perform 
for ITV’s ‘Concert 
For Ukraine’
BY GIL KAUFMAN 

A
n all-star group of acts will come 
together in weeks to raise money 
for the embattled people of 
Ukraine. The March 29th “Con-

cert For Ukraine” is slated to take place at 
the Resorts World Arena in Birmingham, 
England, and feature sets from Ed Sheeran, 
Camila Cabello, Emeli Sandé, Gregory 
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Porter and Snow Patrol, with more acts to 
be added soon.

The live two-hour special will raise 
funds for humanitarian aid to the people of 
Ukraine, who have been under relentless at-
tack by Russian forces since Vladimir Putin 
started a war with the former Soviet satel-
lite country nearly three weeks ago. The 
broadcast will air on ITV, STV, ITV Hub and 
the STV Player in a collaboration with the 
Disasters Emergency Committee, with the 
goal of spreading a message of “hope and 
support, and most importantly, raising funds 
for the ongoing DEC Ukraine Humanitarian 
Appeal,” according to a statement.

“I will be singing to try to help every inno-
cent human being forced to flee their home 
and in solidarity with those being racially 
discriminated against even within this hu-
manitarian crisis,” said Sandé in a statement. 
“Nobody should be refused access to relief, 
aid and the right to cross the border to safety, 
and I’m pleased for the chance to support the 
DEC’s appeal to help all people whose lives 
have been affected by the conflict.”

All sponsorship and advertising revenue 
generated from the broadcast — expected to 
raise nearly $4 million — will be donated by 
ITV to the DEC appeal. Tickets for the event 
are available here.

The ITV event will take place just three 
days after another star-studded fundraiser 
for the people of Ukraine, who have bravely 
battled relentless bombardment from Rus-
sian forces accused of war crimes in the 
one-sided invasion that has reportedly hit a 
number of civilian targets.

Steve Martin, Annette Bening, Billy 
Porter, Audra McDonald, Cynthia Nixon, 
Kristin Chenoweth, David Hyde Pierce and 
Rosie Perez have signed up for the 10-hour 
telethon Stars in the House, which will air 
March 26 from noon-10 p.m. ET. The special 
can be viewed and listened to on the series’ 
site, the Stars in the House YouTube chan-
nel, as well as SiriusXM Stars109.

Other performers who will participate in 
Stars include SCTV veterans Martin Short, 
Catherine O’Hara, Eugene Levy and Andrea 
Martin, as well as Tituss Burgess, Kelli 
O’Hara, Donna Murphy, Annaleigh Ashford, 
Jessie Mueller, Josh Groban, Judith Light, 
John Stamos, Lindsay Mendez, Laura Bena-

nti, Norman Lear, Betty Buckley, Mandy 
Patinkin, Rachel Bloom, Patrick Wilson, 
Shoshana Bean, James Monroe Iglehart, 
Brittney Johnson, Santino Fontana, Judy 
Kuhn and Norbert Leo Butz.

See the ITV announcement below. 

Daddy Yankee 
Announces 
Retirement  
With Farewell 
Tour, Album
BY ASHLEY IASIMONE 

D
addy Yankee has announced 
that he is retiring from music.

The reggaetón star, born 
Raymond Ayala — whose career 

exploded with 2004’s breakthrough hit 
“Gasolina,” launching a genre that altered 
the sound and business of Latin music 
and became a global phenomenon — will 
culminate his musical run with Legendaddy, 
his first new studio album in 10 years, and 
a world tour. Daddy Yankee had hinted at 
retirement and a last album and tour dur-
ing an interview at Billboard’s Latin Music 
Week last year, but had yet to make an of-
ficial announcement.

“Today, I’m announcing my retirement 
from music by giving you my best production 
and my best concert tour,” Daddy Yankee 
said in a statement in a press release issued 
on Sunday (March 20). “I will say goodbye 
celebrating these 32 years of experience with 
this new collector’s item, the album Legend-
addy. I’m going to give you all the styles that 
have defined me, in one single album.”

Daddy Yankee’s Legendaddy is set to be 
released on March 24 at 8 p.m. ET.

His La Última Vuelta World Tour, a five-
month trek, is set to kick off on Aug. 10 in 
Portland, Oregon and run through Decem-
ber. Pre-sale tickets will go on sale on March 
25, with a general public sale to follow on 
March 30. A full set of current tour dates is 
available on his official website.

Daddy Yankee has had six No. 1s on the 
Top Latin Albums chart, starting with 
2004’s Barrio Fino, the first-ever reggaetón 
album to hit that spot. As of March 2022, 
he’s seen 76 entries on Latin Airplay and 86 
on Hot Latin Songs, including the record-
shattering “Despacito” alongside Luis Fonsi.

“I like to say I took the bullets,” he told 
Billboard in 2021 of bringing reggaetón to 
the mainstream music market. “I wanted 
people to understand my essence, where 
I come from, what I represent. But at the 
same time, I wanted to take my culture to 
the very top. I can’t tell you there was a 
formula. Reggaetón was initially only known 
on the East Coast. When I released Barrio 
Fino, the West Coast didn’t get it. I’d go to 
Los Angeles or Mexico and people knew 
Daddy Yankee, but they didn’t know what 
reggaetón was. I had to take the culture with 
me everywhere so it became permanent in-
stead of fizzling out like other genres where 
artists simply promote themselves. When I 
did promotion, I talked about all the artists 
in my album: ‘This is me. But this album also 
features Zion & Lennox, Plan B, Ivy Queen.’ 
I had to play their music and say, ‘This is 
them. This is reggaetón.’”

Watch Daddy Yankee’s announcement of 
his retirement below. 

Glass Animals’ 
‘Heat Waves’ 
Continues Reigns 
on Both Billboard 
Global Charts
BY GARY TRUST 

G
lass Animals‘ “Heat Waves” 
remains the hottest song in the 
world, as it leads the Billboard 
Global 200 chart for a fourth 

week and the Billboard Global Excl. U.S. 
ranking for a second frame.

The two charts (which began in Septem-
ber 2020) rank songs based on streaming 
and sales activity culled from more than 200 
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territories around the world, as compiled 
by Luminate, formerly MRC Data. The 
Billboard Global 200 is inclusive of world-
wide data and the Billboard Global Excl. 
U.S. chart comprises data from territories 
excluding the U.S.

Chart ranks are based on a weighted 
formula incorporating official-only streams 
on both subscription and ad-supported 
tiers of audio and video music services, as 
well as download sales, the latter of which 
reflect purchases from full-service digital 
music retailers from around the world, with 
sales from direct-to-consumer (D2C) sites 
excluded from the charts’ calculations.

‘Heat Waves’ Atop Global 200 for 
Fourth Week

Glass Animals’ “Heat Waves” logs a fourth 
week at No. 1 on the Billboard Global 200 
chart. The British quartet’s first leader on 
the list drew 56.8 million streams (up 2%) 
and sold 5,500 (down 8%) worldwide in the 
March 11-17 tracking week.

Notably, “Heat Waves” ties for the longest 
Global 200 domination among groups so far, 
matching the four-week rule of BTS’ “Dyna-
mite” in 2020-21.

GAYLE’s “abcdefu” holds at No. 2 on the 
Global 200, after four weeks at No. 1; The 
Kid LAROI and Justin Bieber’s “Stay” lifts 
4-3, after an overall-record 11 weeks at No. 
1; Imagine Dragons and JID’s “Enemy” slips 
to No. 4 from its No. 3 high; and Elton John 
and Dua Lipa’s “Cold Heart (Pnau Remix)” 
repeats at No. 5, after reaching No. 3.

‘Heat Waves’ No. 1 on Global Excl. U.S. 
for Second Week

Glass Animals’ “Heat Waves” concurrent-
ly commands the Billboard Global Excl. U.S. 
chart for a second week, with 42.5 million 
streams (up 2%) and 2,300 sold (down 7%) 
in territories outside the U.S. in the March 
11-17 tracking week.

The ranks, and moves, in the Global 
Excl. U.S. chart’s top five mirror those of 
the Global 200, as, below “Heat Waves,” 
GAYLE’s “abcdefu” is stationary at No. 2 
on Global Excl. U.S., following its record-
tying nine-week reign; The Kid LAROI and 
Bieber’s “Stay” rises 4-3, after nine weeks at 
No. 1 (“abcdefu,” “Stay” and Olivia Rodrigo’s 
“Drivers License” share the mark for the 
most weeks spent at the summit); Imagine 

Dragons and JID’s “Enemy” retreats to No. 
4 from its No. 3 best; and Elton John and 
Dua Lipa’s “Cold Heart (Pnau Remix)” holds 
at No. 5, after reaching No. 2.

The Billboard Global 200 and Billboard 
Global Excl. U.S. charts (dated March 26, 
2022) will update on Billboard.com tomor-
row (March 22). For both charts, the top 100 
titles are available to all readers on Billboard.
com, while the complete 200-title rankings 
are visible on Billboard Pro, Billboard‘s sub-
scription-based service. For all chart news, 
you can follow @billboard and @billboard-
charts on both Twitter and Instagram.

Luminate, the independent data provider to 
the Billboard charts, completes an exhaustive 
and thorough review of all data submissions 
used in compiling weekly chart rankings. 
Luminate reviews and authenticates data, 
removing any suspicious or unverifiable 
activity using established criteria before final 
chart calculations are made and published. 
In partnership with Billboard, data deemed 
suspicious and unverifiable is disqualified 
prior to final calculations. 

How Swedish 
Producers Helped 
Transform 
Eurovision Into 
‘American Song 
Contest’
BY FRED BRONSON 

I
n 1955, an Italian journalist named 
Sergio Pugliese working at RAI, the 
state broadcasting company, proposed 
an idea that blossomed into a song 

competition among the countries of Europe, 
with the idea of uniting these countries a 
little over a decade after the end of World 
War II.

First broadcast on May 24, 1956, from 
Lugano, Switzerland, the Eurovision Song 
Contest has been presented every year 
since (with the exception of 2020 because 

of COVID). Along the way it has amassed 
millions of viewers and legions of fans 
worldwide, though the contest has had a 
very low profile in America, even with some 
songs faring well on the Billboard Hot 100, 
including “Volare” by Domenico Modugno 
(third place for Italy in 1958), “Waterloo” 
by ABBA (first place for Sweden in 1974) 
and “Love Is Blue” (Paul Mauriat’s Hot 100 
No. 1 from 1968 being a cover version of 
the Luxembourg entry “L’Amour Est Bleu,” 
fourth place in 1967). Following their 2021 
Eurovision win with “Zitti e buoni,” Italian 
rockers Måneskin saw their cover of “Beg-
gin’” go No. 1 on Rock & Alternative Airplay 
in America.

Despite the contest having Super Bowl 
status in Europe, it wasn’t until Will Ferrell’s 
2021 film Eurovision Song Contest: The Story 
of Fire Saga that the competition’s profile 
was heightened in the U.S. That profile is 
about to expand even more — after 66 years 
of making musical history, Eurovision has 
been adapted for the U.S. as American Song 
Contest, premiering on NBC on Monday 
(March 21) at 8 p.m. ET and PT.

Eurovision fans wondering if the Ameri-
can version would closely follow the format 
of the original were reassured when the 
network announced that among the ex-
ecutive producer ranks were two Swedish 
television executives who had experience 
producing the Eurovision Song Contest as 
well as Melodifestivalen, the Swedish na-
tional final to choose that country’s entry for 
Eurovision every year.

Billboard interviewed Christer Björkman 
and Anders Lenhoff about what viewers can 
expect from American Song Contest.

When did you first think about bringing 
the Eurovision Song Contest to America?

Christer Björkman: We have to go back 
to Eurovision in Kiev in 2017 because I was 
appointed the sole producer of that show 
and I realized I only had six weeks to do it. 
I needed help and I called Anders, inter-
rupting his vacation in Norway. After we 
did Kiev and saved that for the European 
Broadcasting Union and for Europe and for 
everybody, Anders brought up the idea and 
said, “Shouldn’t we bring this to America?” 
and I looked at him like, “Are you crazy? 
Why would we do that and how would that 
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work?” But he was very persistent.
Anders Lenhoff: It was one of those 

times in life when it really pays off to be 
naïve because I thought, “This should work. 
Why shouldn’t that work? Eurovision in 
the U.S.” It sounds like a brilliant idea with 
states competing instead of countries. Amer-
icans love music. Americans love competi-
tion. Americans love where they come from. 
They have an awesome amount of pride for 
their home state, for their hometown. And 
then we contacted (Swedish producer) Peter 
Settman because I’ve known him for 20 
years. He gets things off the ground to make 
people want to buy something and I think 
that’s when Christer started thinking that 
people would actually go for it.

Christer: Yes, because I knew that we 
were enthusiastic but we cannot sell any-
thing for the world. We would give it away. 
But Peter is all business and when Anders 
told me he spoke to him, I thought, “Now 
we have a team. Now we have all the skills 
that we need.” That was the turning point 
for me and I figured with Peter on board, we 
cannot only do it, we can also sell it.

Anders: I think that had we known the 
complexity of bringing a show to the U.S., 
this project would’ve never happened.

Christer: That’s like every project in the 
whole world. If you knew beforehand how 
hard it would be, you would never do it.

A lot of people have tried to sell the 
idea of an American competition mod-
eled after Eurovision but no one did 
it until now. Once you teamed up with 
Peter, what were the next steps to make 
this a reality?

Christer: There are a few ingredients 
that made this possible. One is the phone 
call from Ben Silverman, who also tried 
when he was at NBC to get hold of this. He 
told us, “You are not doing this without me. 
Period. That’s not going to happen.” And 
then he sold himself like you couldn’t resist 
him. We were knocked out by his energy 
and positivity. Number two, we were lucky 
enough to get NBC on board because they 
already had the really talented professional 
team from The Voice and Songland. (Show-
runner) Audrey Morrissey has worked with 
original music. She knows the complexity 
of that and she also knows how to create a 

good competition show. So we were in the 
best of hands with these confidants.

So NBC brought Audrey in because of 
The Voice and Songland.

Christer: Absolutely. Songland is impor-
tant. It’s about songs and original songs. 
Audrey really knows what it takes and she 
knows all about rights, which is very sensi-
tive.

Anders: She had that kind of understand-
ing about what the show needs to be from 
an artist standpoint. That made her under-
stand the show is different from the talent 
shows, which are not specifically about the 
music. They are about somebody’s journey 
to becoming an artist. This show is quite the 
opposite and I think it took her understand-
ing of what artistry and song-making are 
to grasp that a lot quicker more than most 
Americans do.

What elements are you keeping from 
Eurovision and what did you change?

Christer: One of the most obvious things 
that had to be fixed is that there is no way 
we would survive 56 people [being awarded 
the top score of ] 12 points. So we had to find 
a way of keeping the 12-point moment but 
not repeating it 56 times. Another (change) 
is to connect the artist with their state. The 
“postcards,” as we call them in Eurovision, 
become an anthem for the connection be-
tween the artist and the love for their state 
and music. That’s the journey. We make it 
into a sports event. It’s like the Olympics of 
song. It’s all about heart. It’s so positive. It’s 
so heartfelt. And these packages, as you call 
them here, they’re really great. It’s such a 
cool reminder I think to everyone and also 
to Americans of how wonderfully beautiful 
and vast your country is.

Anders: One of the key points to your 
question is that we needed to find a way to 
keep the soul and core of the show. One of 
the key elements of that is Christer, because 
he knows what works for the format. I’ve 
been in meetings where ideas would pop up 
and suddenly Christer goes, “Oooh,” and you 
realize that actually breaks the core of the 
format, because Christer is the test for that.

Eurovision, as it exists today, is made 
up of two semi-finals and a grand final, all 
held in one week. American Song Contest 
is going to take place over eight weeks. 

How will those eight episodes unfold?
Anders: We needed to make this into a 

season. Otherwise, it simply was not going 
to happen. Nobody wants the one-off. So it’s 
a fairly easy setup. It’s five qualifying shows. 
All 56 states, territories and Washington, 
D.C. are spread out over five weeks. In each 
qualifier episode, you have 11, except for 
one episode which has 12 songs, to make up 
56. At the end of each show, there’s a jury 
vote winner and then three other songs that 
move on in the competition are revealed at 
the top of the next show. And then you reach 
the semi-finals which are episodes six and 
seven. You add two redemption songs – two 
of the songs that got eliminated make it back 
into the competition, one in each semi-final. 
You have two semi-finals with 10 songs in 
each. Five songs from each semi-final move 
on to the Grand Final, which is 10 songs.

Juries have been a part of Eurovision 
since it began in 1956. How will the jury 
in America be composed?

Christer: The jury consists of 56 people. 
One person from each state votes. They 
are music industry people, everyone from 
composers to artists to radio programmers 
to A&R staffers to – you name it. They will 
all be named.

And like Eurovision exists today, will 
be the voting be part jury and part public 
vote?

Christer: It’s 50-50, half jury and half the 
public.

Anders: And jury members cannot vote 
for their own state. The public will have a 
voting window of 36 hours.

Eurovision has a set of rules – songs 
cannot run longer than three minutes, 
contestants must be at least 16 years 
old and you cannot have more than six 
people on stage for each entry. What 
rules have you kept and which ones have 
you changed?

Christer: (Maximum song length is) 
2:45. We kept the (minimum age of ) 16. 
For the competing act, it is a maximum of 
six people. But musicians and dancers can 
be added, they (don’t count among the) six 
people. There could be a choir. There could 
be a lot of people on stage, but the compet-
ing act is not more than six people.

You’ve been in production for months. 
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What has surprised you about the show 
so far?

Anders: When we saw the first interview 
packages, at that time with hundreds of art-
ists, I was blown away by the commitment, 
by the engagement and by the sheer diver-
sity of not just music but the states them-
selves, because that was part of the package. 
We’ve been to the states a lot but to very 
few parts of it, but when you see images and 
these people talking about everything from 
the U.S. Virgin Islands to Alaska to Maine to 
Idaho to places I’ve never heard of, the vast-
ness of it is so impressive and really quite 
emotional.

Christer: There’s the corn state (Iowa). 
There’s the cheese state (Wisconsin). All 
these states are known for something and 
they’re so proud of it. It’s fantastic.

You said you first thought about doing 
an American version of Eurovision in 
2017. Five years later, we are only days 
away from the broadcast premiere. What 
are your thoughts and emotions?

Christer: That is a brilliant question. I 
could compare it to the feelings I had when 
I produced my first Eurovision in Malmö 
(Sweden in 2013). With the excitement of 
such a release of something that you’ve 
dreamed of for so long and the buildup and 
the anxiety and the excitement and it’s all 
coming to an end, you know that there’s 
nothing more you can do. Just get it out 
there. You’ve done everything in your power 
and your knowledge to make it a good show 
and now you have to trust the TV gods.

When American Idol debuted in the U.S. 
in 2002, the producers were convinced 
they had a hit on their hands because of 
the massive success of Pop Idol in the U.K. 
After 66 years of Eurovision, what are 
your thoughts about having success in 
the States with American Song Contest?

Christer: I’m totally sure we will but I 
am not sure it will be an instant success. I’m 
going back in my mind to 2002 when we did 
the format in Sweden [for Melodifestivalen], 
and it took us three seasons and then it was 
like a ketchup bottle. It all popped out at the 
same time. It was okay the first season and it 
was okay in the second and then in the third 
season, it went bananas. You have to build a 
brand. You have to be consistent. You have 

to give it time and you have to show the love 
and consistency.

Do you have a clear idea in your mind 
about which of the 56 artists are going 
into the grand final and who is going to 
be the ultimate winner on May 9?

Christer: Not really, no. You need to see 
the acts, because this show is not only about 
a voice and about a song. It’s also the way 
it’s presented and until you’ve seen that, 
you don’t have the full scope. But I have an 
idea from the music, I have an idea who will 
make the finals. But winning, that’s difficult. 
There are so many good songs.

Christer, when you were producing 
Melodifestivalen in Sweden, did you usu-
ally correctly predict who was going to 
win from the 28 or 32 songs?

Anders: Yes, he did.
Christer: I could usually always tell. My 

radar is not as fine-tuned for the American 
market yet. It will take a few seasons to ac-
tually understand the full complexity of how 
people react to music here.

Anders: I agree with Christer. I can tell 
from my own personal taste and what I 
think will be successful back home, but we 
don’t have the understanding of the Ameri-
can market yet.

Finally, with the show based at Univer-
sal Studios in Southern California, what 
has it been like for two Swedes to spend a 
lot of time in Los Angeles?

Anders: Well, we avoided that thing — I 
don’t know if you’ve heard of it – it’s called 
winter.

Christer: It’s a town that grows on you. 
Really, in the beginning, you don’t under-
stand anything. And then little by little, you 
start distinguishing that area from that area 
and then all of a sudden, you have favorite ar-
eas. And then it’s like, “Oh my god, this is re-
ally neat.” It grows on you. I wouldn’t say it’s 
on the same level of New York, but it’s getting 
there. It’s getting there slowly but surely. 

Wisin & Yandel 
Break Their Own 
Record With 11 
Choliseo Shows  
in Puerto Rico
BY JESSICA ROIZ 

W
isin & Yandel broke their 
own record yesterday 
(March 18) after selling out 
nine concerts to take place 

at The Coliseo de Puerto Rico José Miguel 
Agrelot in December, part of their 2022 La 
Ultima Mision Tour.

According to figures provided to Billboard 
by event promoter Paco Lopez, the reg-
gaeton duo sold out nine dates in 24 hours, 
resulting in 864,000 ticket sales and a $5 
million gross. The tenth and eleventh dates 
were announced on Saturday (March 19), a 
residency never before achieved by any art-
ist that has played el Choli.

With this feat, the “Recordar” artists 
officially break the very record that they 
achieved in 2018 with eight sold-out Cho-
liseo shows, part of their Como Antes Tour.

“We are more than grateful and excited 
with the reaction of our dear people in Puer-
to Rico, and we are more than ready to leave 
everything on stage,” the duo expressed in 
a statement. “We always carry the name of 
Puerto Rico high, and that will continue to 
be part of our history.”

The new additions come four days after 
both artists announced dates for their 2022 
La Ultima Mision trek presented by Live 
Nation. The tour, kicking off Sept. 30 at the 
FTX Arena in Miami, marks the duo’s last 
run together.

  “Our career as a duo has been blessed and 
successful,” Wisin previously told Billboard. 
“We can’t predict the future but we’re very 
responsible for the brand and that’s what 
we want to do in this tour. We want our fans 
to remember the 2000s hits. More than a 
goodbye, it’s trajectory.”

In Puerto Rico, La Ultima Mision will 
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kick off on Dec. 1, followed by nine other 
shows until Dec. 23. For tickets and more 
information, visit www.ticketera.com. 

Missy Elliott Calls 
Out Jowell for 
Implying She 
Gets 99% of Bad 
Bunny’s ‘Safaera’ 
Royalties: ‘This Is 
Very Irresponsible’
BY RANIA ANIFTOS 

M
issy Elliott is clearing her 
name after successfully get-
ting her royalties for Bad 
Bunny’s hit song “Safaera,” 

which features a sample from her hit, “Get 
Ur Freak On.”

It all started last week, when Jowell of 
Jowell & Randy said in an interview that 
his royalties for his feature on “Safaera” 
dropped to just 1 percent due to the un-
cleared sample. The interview led to some 
backlash, with some claiming that “Safaera” 
is an original Bad Bunny song and Missy 
does not deserve her chunk of the royalties.

On Wednesday (Mar. 16), an Ariana 
Grande fan page called out Jowell on Twit-
ter for “all the hate your interview is bring-
ing Missy!”

“F— that,” Jowell replied. “Let them enjoy 
their money. Its not you and me enjoying 
it right ? Let them be happy and talk about 
something else . Missy dont even care . Why 
would you ?”

Elliott, after seeing the tweet, replied to 
Jowell, writing, “Sadly you mislead all these 
people to make them think I have 99%. Now 
I don’t talk business on line because that’s 
messy but now we are here I have 25% and 
there is 6 other samples & 15 other writers 
on this one song. They got percentage also…”

She continued, “And by the way I do 
care.. this is very irresponsible….I hope you 

clear this..”
Jowell then had a change of tone, noting 

that “something got lost in translation cuz 
i never said u take 99% thats impossible 
there are a whole bunch of other peoples in 
there,” before adding, “Im cool with my 1%. 
Excuse me, Nothing but love from Puerto 
Rico to you. We are both in business. Let’s 
chill and enjoy what we have. Peace.”

Missy replied, “I’m glad that you now 
mention that there are many other samples/
writers on this track that got their percent-
ages that you hadn’t named. We both in 
the music business & know how we must 
clear someone else’s work much love from 
VA#757.”

Billboard has reached out to Bad Bunny’s 
team for comment. See the Twitter ex-
change below. 

2022 Dance/
Electronic 
Grammy Preview: 
Sylvan Esso 
on Inclusivity, 
Competing 
Against 
Marshmello 
& The ‘Weird 
Comparisons’ 
of the Dance 
Categories
BY KATIE BAIN 

E
ditors note: In this series, Billboard 
Dance is speaking with each 2022 
Grammy nominee from the dance/
electronic categories ahead of the 

64th Annual Grammy Awards on April 3, in 
Las Vegas, NV.

A significant amount of literal and figura-
tive distance exists between Chapel Hill and 
dance music hubs like Las Vegas, Ibiza and 
Berlin. And yet the North Carolina college 
town is where Sylvan Esso made their 2020 
album Free Love, which is nominated for the 
best dance/electronic album Grammy at this 
year’s awards.

Co-created by the duo’s Amelia Meath 
and Nick Sanborn, who’ve been married 
since 2016, the album is a tight 10 tracks 
of smart, artful, playful and emotionally 
resonant electronic music that — just like 
the duo’s geographical positioning outside 
the mainstream dance world — blurs lines 
between pop, indie and electronic. Explor-
ing issues like learning to love despite being 
scared, to do so, sexual identity and the 
pleasure of switching your brain off while 
dancing, the album reached the top of the 
Hot 100 last October and hit No. 18 on In-
dependent Albums that same month. This is 
Sylvan Esso’s second nomination in dance/
electronic album category, with their 2017 
album What Now also getting the nod.

Sylvan Esso’s spring and summer tour 
includes Wilco‘s Solid Sound Festival, 
Electric Forest in June, gigs opening for 
ODESZA in July and Las Vegas’ Life Is 
Beautiful festival this September. Here, San-
born and Meath — the only woman nomi-
nated in either of the dance/electronic cat-
egories this year — discuss being nominated 
in the same category as sonically disparate 
artists, inclusivity in the dance categories 
and why, whether they win or lose, they’re 
going to see Magic Mike Live while in Las 
Vegas for the awards show.

Where was Free Love made? 
Nick Sanborn: It was at our studio here in 

Chapel Hill.
How long did it take you to complete 

it?
NS: I think all of our albums end up being 

diary entries of a time, and yeah, it took 
about a year and a half.

Amelia Meath: Not solid though.
NS: Yeah, a year and half, off and on.
What non-album collaborator did you 

first play it for, and what was their reac-
tion?

AM: We have a musical community here, 
so we were sort of slowly playing it for ev-
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erybody. But I think we knew we were on to 
something when we played “Frequency” for 
our manager and best friend Marty, and he 
was really excited.

Did you know the album was special, or 
“a hit?”

AM: I knew that it’s my favorite thing that 
I’ve ever gotten to show people that we’ve 
made, so yes…

NS: It’s no longer our responsibility to 
have people react to it the way we react to 
it. Did you watch that Wilco documentary I 
Am Trying To Break Your Heart?

I’m embarrassed to say I haven’t!
NS: Oh my god, you have to watch it. Also 

it’s the 20th anniversary of that record, so 
it’s the perfect time. There’s a great part in 
it where their old manager is talking about 
how there’s two kinds of potential for any 
band, and one of them is artistic and the 
other one is marketability. Essentially Wilco 
has unlimited artistic potential, and market-
ability is something you can never control 
and is completely chaotic — so there’s no 
point in worrying about it. I feel like the 
more that we do this, the more I feel that 
way. I just want to make things that I think 
are the best thing we’ve ever made. And you 
hope that people will understand why you 
like and react to it that way.

AM: Yeah, I keep reiterating that my job 
is to just keep my head down and keep on 
doing my work.

Okay then maybe this is a tricky ques-
tion, but why do you think the album 
appealed to Grammy voters?

AM: I don’t know!
NS: I’m a Grammy voter, and I thought it 

was good!
AM: It’s loud, and it makes me cry, and 

also it’s about being a queer person in a 
hetero relationship.

NS: I think it’s about a lot of the things 
that ended up happening during the pan-
demic. We wrote it before the pandemic, 
but it felt very timely in that it was kind of 
this longform talk about learning how to 
figure out how to love other people again, 
even when you’re terrified all the time, you 
know? [We released it early in the eligibil-
ity period] so we had the benefit of people 
having more time to absorb it, because I 
don’t think it was necessarily an immediate 

thing. When it came out, maybe it was the 
pandemic, but I didn’t feel people immedi-
ately resonating with it in the same way I 
feel that now.

What were you doing when you found 
out you were nominated?

A: I was in an audition for a cool project 
that I’m doing. I totally forgot that it was 
Grammy day. This nomination was a real, 
actual surprise. I knew something had 
happened, because I was on Zoom and my 
phone and laptop started blowing up, but I 
had to ignore everything to finish this audi-
tion. Then once I was done I just ran around 
the house screaming.

NS: I was with my parents when I got the 
call.

AM: Which is so cool, because the Gram-
mys are a thing that parents understand.

NS: It was the first thing since like, being 
on The Tonight Show where they totally 
understand how big a deal it is.

The collection of albums nominated in 
the dance/electronic categories this year 
is really sonically diverse, from house to 
future bass to bass and beyond. What’s 
your take on disparate styles of dance 
music competing against each other in 
the same category?

NS: It’s the crazy part about electronic. 
The category is weirdly small, and so by 
necessity it encompasses a huge variety of 
genres of music, which is why you can have 
us up against Marshmello. There’s no show 
that we are both going to be on.

AM: And shout out to Marshmello!
NS: Especially with the massive rise of 

the EDM world, the fact that bands like us 
and artists from that world are smacked into 
one category makes for a lot of really weird 
comparisons.

How closely do you guys feel connected 
to the “dance scene”?

AM: I don’t know man. I’ve been debating 
this a lot lately. A lot of times we’re talked 
about as a pop band, and I’ve been noticing 
that a lot of other bands that are in our inde-
pendent zone are also pop bands, but they’re 
never like, “we’re a pop band!” They’re 
just like, “yeah we’re a folk band, or a rock 
band.” Genres will be the end of us all.

NS: With the dance community, I think I 
feel more a part of it than I ever have. I DJ a 

lot, but I mostly DJ here in North Carolina. 
I feel really connected to the dance commu-
nity here where we live, but I feel like I’m 
just starting to feel like I might be part of 
the broader dance community.

How are you feeling that?
NS: Honestly part of it is just the people 

that randomly reach out now. You start 
to feel it through the ways we all connect 
through the kind of mycelial network of 
artists knowing artists and friends know-
ing friends. I just feel like our umbrella is 
getting big enough at this point that the fact 
we’re not in one of the hubs of dance or pop 
is starting to become more irrelevant. But it 
kind of took getting to this point in order for 
that to feel like it was becoming that way.

What do you think the collection of 
nominated albums says about where the 
Academy’s tastes currently lie?

A: Electronic and dance music is a histori-
cally Black genre that was also pioneered by 
a bunch of trans women. There’s so much 
diversity in the genre itself, the ability to 
represent it — like Kraftwerk just got their 
first Grammy two years ago — it’s a brand 
new baby we’re dealing with and trying to 
show.

NS: And I think we’re still in the phase 
where historic name recognition goes fur-
thest, because it’s just a big group of people 
who work in all different kinds of music. I 
think the Grammys in the post-committee 
world are doing a great job of trying to make 
sure that the people who vote know what 
they’re talking about, but that’s a complicat-
ed thing. This is why I just feel like my hope 
for the Grammys is that more people join 
the Academy and more people vote, because 
that’s the way everything will become more 
representative.

AM: That’s why I get salty now particu-
larly when people get snubbed or feel angry, 
like, “you’re a member of the Academy,” or if 
you’re not, you should be.

NS: I don’t want to turn this into a hor-
rible “go vote” conversation, but I hope 
the Grammys continue the efforts they’re 
already making to get everyone involved 
and have more people understand that their 
voices are wanted and needed.

AM: Exactly.
Amelia, you are the only woman pres-

IN BRIEF
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ent in either of the electronic categories 
this year. What’s your take on that and 
the way women are represented gener-
ally in these categories?

AM: Well, women are here. I know so 
many women who make electronic music. I 
think some of it comes down to name recog-
nition and submitting. I am always honored 
to be here, and I can’t wait to see more 
women present. I think it’s a matter of time. 
For me, one of the main things was realizing 
I was a producer, which took a long time. 
Oddly, that was some misogyny that I had to 
address within myself to realize “Oh yeah, 
that’s what I’m doing.”

We’re all learning and growing all the 
time. I don’t know how to answer about 
more women needing to being represented 
in the category, because they obviously do, 
but I have no idea how to begin.

NS: I will say if Arca isn’t sitting where 
we’re sitting next year –

AM: Right?! I’ll be f–king pissed.
NS: She put out four perfect records this 

year. Come on.
It’s not your first time being nominated 

in this category, so having sort of done 
this already in 2017, is there anything you 
would like to see the Grammys change, 
evolve or expand in the way they handle 
electronic music?

NS: No. 1, Shannon Herber, who’s worked 
with electronic music at the Grammy 
for a long time, has done a great job with 
outreach. Really the whole problem to me 
with the category is that there aren’t enough 
people submitting to it. It’s a massive scene, 
and we’re one of the smallest categories, 
which doesn’t make any sense. I think that 
has a lot to do with how the Grammys has 
positioned themselves historically, who has 
felt invited and included in that group of 
people, and who has not.

AM: I from those people who feel in-
cluded, I think there’s a televised problem in 
that category, where people apply to catego-
ries that they know are televised.

NS: At the end of the day it’s like any 
group of people, the more people that join 
and become a part of it and help change 
the conversation, the better inherently it’s 
going to be. The more diverse and more 
interesting it’s going to be and the more it 

will be actually representative of the scene 
it’s trying to describe. To me, that’s the big-
gest thing, getting more people to lend their 
voices to the Academy. If it isn’t actually a 
representative picture of the people record-
ing and releasing music, then it inherently 
can’t describe us.

Are you two going to Las Vegas for the 
show?

AM: Oh my god, are you kidding me! I 
love Vegas. I really do. I’m going play some 
Zedd, I’m going take everybody to Magic 
Mike XXL. I’m excited about going to Cirque 
Du Soleil. Oh my god my favorite steak place 
is at the MGM; I’m gonna go there.

NS: We’re gonna pull off a heist of some 
kind! [Laughs.] We didn’t get to go last time 
because we were on tour in Australia.

AM: What I really want is a DJ gig in Las 
Vegas, because I love Las Vegas.

NS: You’re saying that now, but smash cut 
to two and a half months from now when 
you’re playing the weirdest show of all time.

AM: Whatever man, I love weird.
If you win, how will you celebrate?
NS: Well, definitely go see Magic Mike 

Live, but we’re also going to do that if we 
lose.

AM: I’ll probably be incredibly grace-
ful in our acceptance speech. I’m going to 
be beautifully poised! Everyone will say 
“My god, look at her go.” That’s what the 
Billboard headline will say: “Graceful Amelia 
Meath, Poised as Ever.” And then I’ll just 
ugly cry somewhere hidden and drink a 
boatload of champagne. And go dancing.

NS: We’re going to figure out which show 
has the most cryo effects and go see that.

It could be Marshmello.
AM: Oh my god! I’ve never seen Marshm-

ello. I’m really excited. 

Barbara Morrison, 
Legendary L.A. 
Jazz & Blues 
Singer, Dies at 72
BY MITCHELL PETERS 

B
arbara Morrison, a legendary 
singer in the Los Angeles jazz 
and blues music community, has 
died. She was 72.

Morrison passed away on Wednesday 
(March 16), according to her brother Richard 
Morrison. A cause of death was not disclosed.

“We are working on keeping the Barbara 
Morrison Performing Arts Center open to 
preserve my sister’s legacy,” Richard Mor-
rison said in a statement, referring to the 
L.A.-area facility his sister founded in 2009.

In early March, a GoFundMe was 
launched for Morrison after she was admit-
ted to the hospital with cardiovascular 
disease, the Los Angeles Times reports. The 
page helped raise more than $13,000.

Born in a suburb of Detroit in 1949, Morri-
son moved to Los Angeles in the early 1970s 
at the age of 21 and went on to perform 
alongside such legendary musicians as 
Dizzy Gillespie, Ray Charles, Tony Bennett, 
Etta James, Nancy Wilson and Dr. John.

She also released solo music during her 
six-decade career, including albums I Know 
How to Do It (1996) and Visit Me (1999).

In addition to being a staple at South-
ern California jazz clubs, Morrison also 
performed at numerous jazz music festivals 
around the world, as well as New York’s 
Carnegie Hall, the Times reports.

In addition to performing, Morrison 
dedicated her life to building the L.A. 
music community and fostering up-and-
coming talent. In 2009, she opened the 
Barbara Morrison Performing Arts Center in 
Leimert Park. Two years later, she founded 
the California Jazz & Blues Museum in the 
same area.

Morrison also served as an associate pro-
fessor of jazz studies at UCLA. The univer-
sity recently launched the Barbara Morrison 
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Scholarship for Jazz.
She is survived by her brother, Richard 

Morrison; two sisters, Pamela Morrison-
Kersey and Armetta Morrison; and 10 nieces 
and nephews.

Flowers and donations will be received 
at the Barbara Morrison Performing Arts 
Center, located at 4305 Degnan Blvd. #101, 
Los Angeles, CA 9008. 

Lizzo Set to Host 
‘SNL,’ Camila 
Cabello & Gunna 
Join Musical 
Guest Lineup
BY RANIA ANIFTOS 

S
aturday Night Live announced its 
jam-packed host and musical guest 
lineup for April on Monday (Mar. 
21), which includes a double duty 

gig from Lizzo.
Kicking things off on April 2, comedian 

Jerrod Carmichael will make his hosting de-
but, with Gunna as the musical guest. The 
performance marks the rapper’s first time 
on SNL and comes following the release 
of his Billboard 200 chart topping album, 
DS4Ever. 

The following week, on April 9, actor 
Jake Gyllenhaal will host the sketch comedy 
show for the second time, with musical 
guest Camila Cabello. The day before, on 
April 8, Cabello is set to release her highly 
anticipated third studio album, Familia, 
which features her recent collaboration 
with Ed Sheeran, “Bam Bam.”

Lizzo will wrap things up on April 16 for 
her hosting debut and second gig as musical 
guest. The Grammy winner stars in the com-
petition series Watch Out for the Big Grrrls, 
premiering March 25 on Prime Video.

Lizzo previously took the stage at SNL 
in December 2019, where she performed 
two of her smash hits, “Truth Hurts” and 
“Good as Hell,” following the release of her 
breakthrough album, Cuz I Love You, which 

peaked at No. 4 on the Billboard 200 albums 
chart dated September 7, 2019.

Saturday Night Live airs every Saturday 
live on NBC at 11:30 p.m. ET/8:30 p.m. PT. 
For those without cable, the broadcast will 
also stream on Peacock, which you can sign 
up for at the link here. Having a Peacock ac-
count also gives fans access to previous SNL 
episodes as well.

See the announcement from Saturday 
Night Live below. 

Pusha T Disses 
McDonald’s  
Filet-O-Fish in 
New Track for 
Arby’s: ‘Grab 
Some Popcorn’ 
and Listen
BY GLENN ROWLEY 

S
hots fired! Pusha T unveiled a new 
diss track for Arby’s on Monday 
(March 21), and he’s taking aim at 
McDonald’s Filet-O-Fish.

“I’m the reason the whole world love it and 
now I gotta crush it/ Filet-O-Fish is — and 
you should be disgusted/ How dare you sell a 
square fish asking us to trust it/ A half slice of 
cheese Mickey D’s on a budget?” the rapper 
spits over a crashing beat before singing the 
praises of Arby’s new Spicy Fish Sandwich.

The fast-food chain hyped up their col-
lab with the star on Twitter following its 
release. “If you think the new Arby’s x @
PUSHA_T diss track is too hot, maybe 
you’re not quite ready for our new Spicy 
Fish Sandwich either,” the company warned.

Meanwhile, Pusha also shared the lyric 
video for the song on his own social feeds, 
writing, “Just dropped a diss track with @
Arbys. Grab some popcorn and a Spicy Fish 
Sandwich. #ArbysSpicyFishDissTrack #Ar-
bysPaidMeButIWouldSayThisAnyway.”

For now, it appears McDonald’s has yet to 

take its rival’s … err … bait, choosing instead 
to flood its own socials with the upcoming 
drop of its fan-favorite Szechuan Sauce, 
which returns to the U.S. for a limited time 
beginning March 31. (Billboard has reached 
out to McDonald’s for comment.)

“Spicy Fish Diss Track” isn’ the only 
food-related single Pusha T’s been cook-
ing up lately, either. The diss track follows 
the February release of his new song “Diet 
Coke,” which was produced by Ye and 88-
Keys. The artist formerly known as Kanye 
West also made an appearance in the track’s 
black-and-white music video directed by 
Omar Jones.

Watch the lyric video for “Spicy Fish Diss 
Track” and check out Pusha and Arby’s 
posts about the song below. 

Britney Spears’ 
Instagram Is Back
BY KATIE ATKINSON 

T
wo days after Britney Spears‘ 
Instagram account mysteriously 
disappeared, the pop star returned 
to the photo-sharing app with 

three new posts.
Spears’ account was disabled without 

warning on Wednesday, and Billboard con-
firmed at the time that Instagram was not 
behind the account’s deactivation.

The trio of posts on Friday (March 18) 
include peeks at Spears’ Clueless look, with 
the “…Baby One More Time” singer wearing 
a velour miniskirt paired with a white crop 
top with puffy sheer sleeves, clearly inspired 
by the preppy style of Alicia Silverstone’s 
Cher Horowitz. A third video is a repost 
from TikTok user lirios9595 of a baby mov-
ing around its mom’s pregnant belly, with 
the caption “Mommy … get me out of here.”

Spears’ Instagram account has been the 
go-to platform for the superstar to share her 
unfiltered thoughts and a steady stream of 
NSFW photos with her nearly 40 million 
followers in the wake of the conservatorship 
that controlled her life for the last 13 years 
and ended last fall.

See the three posts below: 
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Lin-Manuel 
Miranda’s 
‘Encanto’ Ballad 
‘Dos Oruguitas’ 
Wins at 2022 
Guild of Music 
Supervisors 
Awards: Full 
Winners List
BY PAUL GREIN 

L
in-Manuel Miranda‘s “Dos 
Oruguitas” from Encanto won best 
song written and/or recorded for 
a film at the 2020 GMS Awards, 

presented by the Guild of Music Supervisors 
virtually on Sunday (March 20).

So, does this mean momentum in the 
Oscar race for best original song is shifting 
Miranda’s way in the closing days of Oscar 
balloting? (The final-round voting period for 
the Oscars runs from March 17-22.) It may 
be, but you can’t draw that conclusion from 
this outcome. Miranda’s chief rival for the 
Oscar, Billie Eilish and Finneas’ “No Time 
to Die” from the film of the same name, 
wasn’t nominated here. That James Bond 
theme still seems to be the song to beat for 
the Oscar.

While the Oscar for best original score is 
presented only to the songwriter, the GMS 
award in this equivalent category is present-
ed to the songwriter, the artist (in this case, 
Sebastián Yatra) and the music supervisor 
(in this case, Tom MacDougall).

Winning a GMS Award is no guarantee of 
Oscar success. “Hear My Voice” from The 
Trial of the Chicago 7 won the GMS Award 
last year. It was nominated for an Oscar, but 
lost to “Fight for You” from Judas and the 
Black Messiah.

Diane Warren, whose “Somehow You 
Do” from Four Good Days is also Oscar-nom-

inated, received the Icon Award at the GMS 
Awards. Aloe Blacc performed her song 
during the fast-paced 90-minute virtual 
presentation. Reba McEntire sings the song 
on the film soundtrack.

Mitchell Leib, former president of music 
and soundtracks for Disney’s live action mo-
tion picture production division, received 
the Legacy Award, honoring excellence 
within the craft of music supervision.

Having some fun with the virtual format, 
Warren and Leib presented each other 
their awards. Warren said to Leib: “You’ve 
touched something like 400 films during 
your career, worked with some of the great-
est directors, producers, filmmakers and 
songwriters, and every artist under the sun, 
and you are loved by your former cowork-
ers and staff which is the greatest testa-
ment to being a boss.” Then as the camera 
pulled back, we could see that they were in 
the same room. They shared an embrace as 
Warren gave Leib the Legacy Award.

Later in the presentation, Leib offered 
words of praise for Warren: “[The Guild of 
Music Supervisors] are calling you an icon 
for a good reason. Diane, you’re the defini-
tion of the word – widely recognized, well-
established as a brand name, acknowledged 
for distinctive excellence.”

Music supervisor Bonnie Greenberg 
interrupted the exchange to try and present 
Warren with the Icon Award, noting that 
she commissioned Warren to write her 
past five Oscar-nominated songs, but Leib 
eventually managed to present Warren with 
the award.

Mandi Collier won two awards for music 
supervision on the lower-budget films Syl-
vie’s Love and Zola.

Presenters included Miranda, Javier 
Bardem, Jessica Chastain, Kristen Wiig, An-
nie Mumolo, Ryan Tedder, Marlon Wayans, 
Lil Dicky, Rickey Minor, Rufus Wainwright, 
Wendy Melvoin & Lisa Coleman, Laura 
Karpman, Glen Hansard and Steve Burns.

Bahari, a female duo signed to Epic 
Records, performed their single “Savage.” 
Goapele performed “Look at Us” from 
Homecoming, a GMS Award nominee for 
best song written and/or recorded for televi-
sion.

The production committee for the 12th 

annual GMS Awards included GMS presi-
dent Joel C. High, vice president Madonna 
Wade-Reed and former GMS president 
Thomas Golubić. Show production is 
handled by Angelia Bibbs-Sanders from 
ABS Collective with talent producer Jessica 
Milten, and technical production by Nick 
Urbom from Big Push Media Group.

The Guild of Music Supervisors is a 
nonprofit that was founded in 2010 with 
the goal of promoting the role of the music 
supervisor in all forms of media.

The GMS Awards don’t have categories to 
honor film scorers. Their focus is on music 
supervision in film, television, documenta-
ries, trailers, advertising and video games. 
For more information on the ceremony, visit 
GMSAwards.com.

Here’s the complete list of winners for the 
12th Annual Guild of Music Supervisors 
Awards:

FILM
Best song written and/or recorded for 

a film: “Dos Oruguitas” from Encanto — 
songwriter: Lin-Manuel Miranda; perform-
er: Sebastián Yatra; music supervisor: Tom 
MacDougall

Best music supervision for film bud-
geted over $25 million: Steven Gizicki – 
Tick, Tick… Boom!

Best music supervision for film bud-
geted under $25 million: Julianne Jordan, 
Justine von Winterfeldt – Barb and Star Go 
to Vista Del Mar

Best music supervision for film bud-
geted under $10 million: Mandi Collier, 
Frankie Pine – Sylvie’s Love

Best music supervision for film bud-
geted under $5 million: Mandi Collier, Jen 
Malone, Nicole Weisberg – Zola

TELEVISION
Best music supervision – television 

drama: Liza Richardson – Lovecraft Coun-
try – Season 1

Best music supervision – television 
comedy or musical: Janet Lopez – The 
White Lotus – Season 1

Best music supervision – reality televi-
sion: Sarah Bromberg, Stephanie Diaz-Ma-
tos, Eric Medina – Sweet Life: Los Angeles 
– Season 1

Best music supervision – television 
movie: Laura Webb, Lindsay Wolfington – 
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To All the Boys: Always and Forever
Best song written and/or recorded 

for television: “F*** The Pain Away” — 
songwriter: Merrill Nisker (aka Peaches); 
performers: The Moordale Singers and Oli 
Julian; program: Sex Education episodes 302 
and 307; music supervisor: Matt Biffa

DOCUMENTARIES
Best music supervision for a documen-

tary: Angela Asistio – Val
Best music supervision in a docuseries: 

Aminé Ramer – HBO Music Box Series: Mr. 
Saturday Night, Woodstock 99: Peace, Love, 
and Rage, Juice WRLD: Into the Abyss, DMX: 
Don’t Try to Understand, Jagged, Listening to 
Kenny G

TRAILERS
Best music supervision in a trailer: 

Toddrick Spalding – King Richard
ADVERTISING
Best music supervision in advertising 

(synch): Jonathan Wellbelove – Apple – 
“iPhone 12 – Fumble”

Best music supervision in advertis-
ing (original music): Jonathan Hecht, 
Sarah Tembeckjian – New Orleans Jazz & 
Heritage Foundation, The Trombone Shorty 
Foundation – “Rise And Shine”

VIDEO GAMES
Best music supervision in a video 

game: Raphaella Lima, Cybele Pettus, Ben 
Werdegar – FIFA 22 

Shooting Wounds 
4 in Downtown 
Austin as City 
Hosts South by 
Southwest Festival
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS,  
THR STAFF

F
our people were shot and wounded 
in downtown Austin, Texas, early 
Sunday (March 19) as the city hosts 
the annual South by Southwest 

festival, police said.
According to the Austin Police Depart-

ment, the shooting took place on the 400 
block of 6th St. Officers told people to avoid 
the area at around 2:50 a.m., warning via 
Twitter that the gunman was still at large.

However, police tweeted that a suspect 
was in custody shortly before 5 a.m.

Police and the Austin-Travis County 
EMS said the victims’ injures were not life-
threatening, and all four had been taken to 
the hospital.

The coronavirus pandemic forced the 
SXSW festival to go virtual the last two years.

In 2019, multiple shootings took place 
as the festival drew to a close, prompting 
Austin’s police chief to pledge more security 
for the city’s entertainment district.

The weeklong arts and technology fest 
mixes tech, politics and entertainment. 
It started in 1987 as a small showcase for 
up-and-coming bands that turned into 
an international extravaganza, including 
movie premieres and performances from 
major artists.

This article was originally published by 
The Hollywood Reporter. 

Arcade Fire’s  
Will Butler  
Leaves the Band
BY ASHLEY IASIMONE 

W
ill Butler, a longtime mem-
ber of Arcade Fire, has 
announced his departure 
from the band.

“Hi friends — I’ve left Arcade Fire,” Butler 
— who’s the younger brother of frontman 
Win Butler and has been a part of Arcade 
Fire since the group’s debut full-length 
album, Funeral — announced in a tweet on 
Saturday (March 19).

“I left at the end of last year, after the new 
record was complete,” the multi-instrumen-
talist and songwriter clarified. “There was 
no acute reason beyond that I’ve changed 
— and the band has changed — over the last 
almost 20 years. Time for new things.”

His update continued, “I’m working on 
a new record; booking some shows this 

summer. I’m working on music for a David 
Adjmi play (which is so good). A few other 
projects percolating.”

“Thank you to anyone who’s come out to 
AF shows, or bought a record, or loves our 
music. It’s meaningful to be part of your 
lives. Thank you to the crew, staff, man-
agement, label people, bands, artists, and 
friends who have helped bring our vision to 
life for so many years. The band are still my 
friends and family,” he said.

Butler also noted a reading from a memo-
rial service for Paul Farmer in his tweet, 
saying that the words “remain at the front of 
my mind.” He said that he plans to continue 
work with organizations including PLUS1 
and Partners in Health “to give people mate-
rial help; to build better systems of health, 
justice, and government; to try to live up in 
some way to Paul’s example.”

Arcade Fire just announced a May 6 
release date for new album WE, which 
features new song “The Lightning I, II.” 
The band has seen three albums (2010’s The 
Suburbs, 2013’s Reflektor and 2017’s Every-
thing Now) peak at No. 1 on the Billboard 
200 chart, and a fourth (2007’s Neon Bible) 
reach No. 2.

See Will Butler’s tweets below. 

‘CODA’ & Docs 
About The Beatles 
& Tom Petty Win 
2022 PGA Awards 
(Full Winners List)
BY PAUL GREIN 

C
ODA, Encanto, Summer of Soul 
and documentaries about The 
Beatles and Tom Petty won at 
the 33rd Annual Producers Guild 

Awards, which were held on Saturday 
(March 19) at the Fairmont Century Plaza in 
Los Angeles.

The Producers Guild Awards are often a 
bellwether for the Oscars. Since its incep-
tion, the PGA has correctly predicted 22 of 
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the 32 winners of the Academy Award for 
best picture. In the last five years, they have 
agreed three times (The Shape of Water, 
Green Book and Nomadland), and disagreed 
twice. Five years ago, La La Land won the 
PGA Award, but Moonlight (eventually) won 
the Oscar. Two years ago, 1917 won the PGA 
Award, but Parasite won the Oscar.

The two surviving members of The 
Beatles — Paul McCartney and Ringo 
Starr — and the widows of the two de-
ceased members — Yoko Ono Lennon and 
Olivia Harrison — shared in the award for 
outstanding producer of non-fiction televi-
sion, The Beatles: Get Back (Season 1).

Summer Of Soul (…Or, When the Revolu-
tion Could Not Be Televised) won for out-
standing producer of documentary motion 
pictures, but Questlove was not honored. 
He directed the acclaimed film, but PGA 
Awards are just for the producers.

The event also recognized influential 
film producers and entertainment icons 
with special honors including George Lucas 
and Kathleen Kennedy with the Milestone 
Award; Rita Moreno with the Stanley 
Kramer Award; Mary Parent with the David 
O. Selznick Achievement Award in Theat-
rical Motion Pictures; Greg Berlanti with 
the Norman Lear Achievement Award in 
Television; and Issa Rae with the Visionary 
Award. Dan Lin was also announced as the 
first-ever recipient of the Vance Van Petten 
Entrepreneurial Spirit Award.

Here’s the complete winners list for the 
33rd Annual Producers Guild Awards:

Darryl F. Zanuck award for outstand-
ing producer of theatrical motion 
pictures: CODA; producers: Philippe Rous-
selet, p.g.a., Fabrice Gianfermi, p.g.a., Patrick 
Wachsberger, p.g.a.

Award for outstanding producer of 
animated theatrical motion pictures: En-
canto; producers: Yvett Merino, p.g.a., Clark 
Spencer, p.g.a.

Award for outstanding producer of 
documentary motion pictures: Summer Of 
Soul (…Or, When the Revolution Could Not 
Be Televised); producers: Joseph Patel, p.g.a., 
David Dinerstein, p.g.a., Robert Fyvolent, 
p.g.a.

Award for outstanding producer of 
non-fiction television: The Beatles: Get 

Back (Season 1); producers: Paul McCartney, 
Ringo Starr, Yoko Ono Lennon, Olivia Har-
rison, Peter Jackson, Clare Olssen, Jonathan 
Clyde, Jeff Jones, Ken Kamins

Award for outstanding producer of 
televised or streamed motion pictures: 
Tom Petty, Somewhere You Feel Free: The 
Making of Wildflowers; producer: Peter 
Afterman

Award for outstanding producer of live 
entertainment, variety, sketch, standup 
& talk television: Last Week Tonight with 
John Oliver (Season 8); producers: John 
Oliver, Tim Carvell, Liz Stanton, Jeremy 
Tchaban, Christopher Werner, Laura L. 
Griffin, Kate Mullaney, Catherine Owens, 
Matt Passet, Marian Wang, Charles Wilson

Award for outstanding producer of 
game & competition television: RuPaul’s 
Drag Race (Season 13); producers: Fenton 
Bailey, Randy Barbato, Tom Campbell, 
RuPaul Charles, Mandy Salangsang, Steven 
Corfe, Michele Mills, Zoe Jackson, John 
Polly, Lisa Steele, Camilo Valdes, Thairin 
Smothers, Alicia Gargaro-Magana, Carson 
Kressley, Ross Mathews, Michelle Visage

Norman Felton award for outstanding 
producer of episodic television — drama: 
Succession (Season 3); producers: Jesse 
Armstrong, Adam McKay, Will Ferrell, 
Frank Rich, Kevin Messick, Mark Mylod, 
Jane Tranter, Tony Roche, Scott Ferguson, 
Jon Brown, Lucy Prebble, Will Tracy, Geor-
gia Pritchett, Ted Cohen, Susan Soon He 
Stanton, Francesca Gardiner, Dara Schnap-
per, Gabrielle Mahon

Danny Thomas award for outstanding 
producer of episodic television — com-
edy: Ted Lasso (Season 2); producers: Bill 
Lawrence, Jason Sudeikis, Brendan Hunt, 
Joe Kelly, Jeff Ingold, Bill Wrubel, Jane 
Becker, Jamie Lee, Liza Katzer, Kip Kroeger, 
Declan Lowney, Leann Bowen, Ashley 
Nicole Black

David L. Wolper award for outstanding 
producer of limited or anthology series 
television: Mare of Easttown; producers: 
Paul Lee, Mark Roybal, Craig Zobel, Kate 
Winslet, Brad Ingelsby, Ron Schmidt, Karen 
Wacker

The categories below were previously 
announced at the PGA Awards East Coast 
nominees celebration on March 14.

2022 innovation award: For All Mankind: 
Time Capsule (Apple)

The award for outstanding short-form 
program: Carpool Karaoke: The Series 
(Season 4)

The award for outstanding sports pro-
gram: 100 Foot Wave (Season 1)

The award for outstanding children’s 
program: Muppets Haunted Mansion (Spe-
cial) 

Dave’s ‘Starlight’ 
Shines Atop  
U.K. Chart For 
Second Week
BY LARS BRANDLE 

D
ave’s “Starlight” (Neighbour-
hood Recordings) doesn’t lose 
any luster on the U.K. chart, as 
the surprise release enters a 

second week at No. 1 ahead of Aitch’s fast-
starting “Baby.”

“Starlight” accumulates a market-leading 
6.5 million streams to extend its stay atop 
the Official U.K. Singles Chart, the OCC 
reports, for the Brit Award winner’s longest 
streak at the summit (his “Freaky Friday” 
collaboration with Fredo logged a single 
week at No. 1 in 2018).

The highest new entry on the new frame 
belong to Aitch’s “Baby” (Capitol), which 
starts at No. 2 for the British rapper and 
songwriter’s seventh Top 10 appearance.

The single, credited to Aitch and Ashanti, 
samples “Rock Wit U (Aww Baby),” the U.S. 
R&B artist’s Top 10 hit from 2003, and be-
comes Ashanti’s first top-flight appearance 
since 2005.

Meanwhile, American singer and actress 
Dove Cameron can now boast a U.K. Top 10 
single, as “Boyfriend” (Disruptor) lifts 14-9. 
That’s thanks to the U.K.’s biggest volume of 
CD sales over the past week, powered by a 
limited-edition signed disc.

TikTok sensation Cat Burns also snags a 
Top 10 spot as “Go” (RCA/Since 93) keeps 
going, blasting 19-10.
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Megan Thee Stallion and Dua Lipa 
crack the Top 40 on debut with their own 
collaboration “Sweetest Pie” (300 Entertain-
ment), new at No. 31. It’s Megan’s fourth 
U.K. Top 40 hit and Dua’s 21st.

Finally, producer Liilz earns a first stint 
in the Top 40 with the viral number “Glad 
U Came” (Robots & Humans) featur-
ing ZieZie, up 65-35. The track carries a 
sample from The Wanted’s 2011 chart 
leader “Glad You Came.” 

Rex Orange 
County Bags First 
U.K. No. 1 With 
‘Who Cares’
BY LARS BRANDLE 

R
ex Orange County breaks 
through for his first U.K. No. 1 
with Who Cares? (via Columbia), 
the alt-indie marvel’s fourth 

studio album, and second with RCA.
Born in Hampshire, England, Rex Or-

ange County (real name Alexander James 
O’Connor) easily eclipses his previous best, 
a No. 5 for 2019’s Pony, his major-label debut 
following two self-released efforts.

Who Cares leads an all-new Top 3, besting 
Swedish rockers Ghost and their fifth studio 
effort IMPERA (Loma Vista), new at No. 2. 
IMPERA misses out on the crown, though it 
does give Ghost a new career high, improv-
ing on the No. 10 for 2018’s Prequelle.

Meanwhile, Bryan Adams enters the 
chart at No. 3 with So Happy It Hurts 
(BMG), for the Canadian rocker’s 11th U.K. 
Top 10 title.

Closing out the Top 5 is The Shires’ fifth 
album, 10 Year Plan (BMG). It’s new at No. 5, 
just ahead of U.S. hip-hop artist Lil Durk’s 
7220 (Ministry of Sound), new at No. 6. It’s 
Lil Durk’s highest solo appearance on the 
Official U.K. Albums Chart.

In a busy week for new releases, Franz 
Ferdinand land a sixth Top 10 with the 
Scottish indie band’s career retrospective, 
Hits to the Head (via Domino Recordings), 

new at No. 7; Ella Henderson scores a sec-
ond Top 10, as her sophomore album Every-
thing I Didn’t Say (Atlantic) bows at No. 8; 
while Liverpool guitar band The Mysterines 
earn a top-tier debut with Reeling (Fiction), 
new at No. 9.

Finally, London-based Australian singer 
and songwriter Thomas Headon marks 
his first appearance in the Top 40 with his 
Victoria EP (via Warner Records), which, at 
the midweek point held a Top 10 spot and 
enters the Official U.K. Albums Chart proper 
at No. 23. 

Aitch and 
Ashanti’s ‘Baby’ 
Challenges Dave’s 
‘Starlight’ For  
U.K. Chart Crown
BY LARS BRANDLE 

D
ave is heading for a third 
straight week at No. 1 in the U.K. 
with “Starlight,” the British rap-
per’s biggest hit to date. But he 

won’t get there without a challenge.
Aitch and Ashanti “Baby” is rocking on 

the chart blast. The single, which debuted at 
No. 2 on the Official U.K. Singles Chart last 
Friday (March 18), is keeping the race tight.

Based on sales and streaming data from 
the first 48 hours of the chart week, “Baby” 
holds at No. 2 and could make a run for the 
title, the OCC notes.

“Starlight” leads an unchanged Top 7 
on the First Look chart, which ranks the 
performance of singles in the early stages of 
the chart cycle.

Meanwhile, George Ezra is on track for 
his seventh Top 10 single with “Anyone For 
You,” up 14-8 on the chart last, while Camila 
Cabello and Ed Sheeran’s collaboration 
“Bam Bam” continues to gather pace, up 
18-15.

Following the release last Friday of her 
latest studio album, Crash, Charli XCX 
is tracking for the week’s biggest gain. The 

British singer and producer’s “Beg For You” 
featuring Rina Sawayama is eyeing a 38-19 
lift. If it keeps its momentum, Charli will 
register her seventh first Top 20 entry, and 
Sawayama will earn her first.

The Official U.K. Singles Chart is pub-
lished late Friday, local time. 

Brandi Carlile, 
Jason Isbell 
& More to 
Participate in 
‘MusiCares: Music 
on a Mission’ 
Virtual Event
BY PAUL GREIN 

F
ans will be able to view previ-
ously recorded performance clips 
by Brandi Carlile, Jason Isbell, 
k.d. lang, Shawn Colvin, Jesse & 

Joy, Fantastic Negrito, Gian Marco, Dante 
Spinetta, Amythyst Kiah, morgxn, Zach 
Person, Emily Wolfe and Fitz of Fitz and 
the Tantrums at “MusiCares: Music on a 
Mission” on Wednesday, March 30.

The virtual event will also feature a 
performance clip by Tom Petty and the 
Heartbreakers, taken from the MusiCares 
Person of the Year gala on Feb. 10, 2017, 
where Petty was the honoree. Petty died less 
than eight months later, one week after the 
end of the band’s 40th anniversary tour.

According to a statement, the event will 
celebrate the power of music and also Joni 
Mitchell as the 2022 MusiCares Person of 
the Year honoree. Every dollar from ticket 
purchases will be distributed to those in 
need in the music community.

The event will include testimonials from 
members of the music community who have 
been helped by MusiCares. MusiCares’ part-
ner in the event is Gibson, the Nashville-
based instrument brand.

Music on a Mission will air on Mandolin, 
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the concert livestream platform, on March 
30 at 5 p.m. PT/8 p.m. ET.

Carlile is also performing at the Musi-
Cares Person of the Year gala on April 1. In 
addition, she and Jon Batiste will serve as 
artistic directors, a first for the Person of the 
Year concert.

Carlile is a major Mitchell fan. She per-
formed at “Joni 75: A Birthday Celebration,” 
which was held at the Dorothy Chandler Pa-
vilion in Los Angeles in November 2018. She 
also performed when Mitchell received the 
Kennedy Center Honors in December. And 
she played a solo concert at Carnegie Hall 
where she sang Mitchell’s 1971 masterwork 
Blue in its entirety.

Music on a Mission was first held in 
March 2021 to respond to the COVID-19 
pandemic. Nearly 17,000 people bought tick-
ets. The event raised more than $2 million.

“We were blown away by the support from 
the music community, industry profession-
als and of course music fans,” Laura Segura, 
executive director of MusiCares, said in a 
statement. “We’re so thankful that Gibson 
recognizes the importance of this event to 
both fans and professional musicians and 
that they’ve signed on to help us make Music 
on a Mission a reality again this year.”

Tickets are on sale now for $25 at https: 
bit.ly/MusiconaMission. 

Tucson Music Hall 
to Be Renamed 
to Honor Linda 
Ronstadt
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

T
he Tucson Music Hall will be 
renamed in honor of Linda 
Ronstadt, a southern Arizona 
native who went on to become a 

Grammy-winning superstar, Mayor Regina 
Romero announced Friday (March 18).

One of the top performers of the 1970s 
and a popular singer well into the 21st 
century, Ronstadt collected nearly a dozen 
Grammys in such categories as country, pop, 

Latin and children’s music. She stopped 
singing in 2009 when Parkinson’s disease 
robbed her of her singing voice.

“Linda Ronstadt is a beloved daughter of 
Tucson. It is time to honor her legacy and 
her ability to tell the story of our culture 
through music,” Romero said in a statement.

Ronstadt arrived on the music scene in 
1967 as the lead singer of the Stone Poneys, 
a country-folk trio that featured two of her 
friends from the University of Arizona in 
Tucson. She later found success as a solo 
artist in eclectic genres ranging from rock to 
Mexican ranchera.

She was influenced by the Mexican music 
she grew up listening to as a child in Tucson.

“To me, nothing is more satisfying than 
going home to Tucson and singing with my 
dad,” Ronstadt once told The Los Angeles 
Times.

The venue will be formally renamed on 
May 7 during the International Mariachi 
Conference Espectacular Concert. Romero’s 
office said Ronstadt is scheduled to be in Tuc-
son to unveil new signage bearing her name.

“I am fortunate to be a member of a large 
musical family that has been associated 
with the City of Tucson since the 1800s,” 
Ronstadt said in a statement released by the 
city. “My entire career was informed and 
nurtured by the music we made as I was 
growing up here.” 
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